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A schools magazine cannot, alas, ignore politics, if only because politicians
seem to be addicted to tinkering with education. Their relentless reordering
of examinations and the frequent changes of curricular direction have been of
questionable value. On the other hand, the programme of legislation designed
to promote the welfare of our under 18 year-old fellow citizens that has
followed the 1989 Children Act is fundamental to everything that happens in
schools. Safeguarding is, quite properly, the first and great commandment in
the contemporary theology of education and the second is like unto it, namely
compliance.
In the hope of resolving internal partisan feuds, the leader of the Conservative
party, who was also the Prime Minister, proposed a referendum on whether
we should stay in or leave the European Union. This was a leap in the dark.
Unsafe. He endowed it with binding powers. Constitutionally non-compliant. The
campaign was characterised by newspaper headlines and politicians’ claims, many
of which fell foul of the normal standards applied to advertising that may be found
on the website of the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA).
When challenged, newspapers may choose to print an apology or a retraction,
though rarely with the same prominence as the original and misleading claim.
Politicians do not even have to do that, since the ASA specifically states that
‘claims in marketing communications, whenever published or distributed,
whose principal function is to influence voters in a local, regional, national or
international election or referendum are exempt from the code’. Put simply, no
one knew and nobody now knows what will happen as a result of the referendum,
but this has not prevented a whirlwind of speculation, much of it presented as if
it were true. What the referendum did provide was a chance for people over the
age of 18 to register satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their lives in contemporary
Britain. What this plebiscite did not provide was a vote for people under the age
of 18 who will, of course, have to live with its consequences.
The result was a great surprise to many people on both sides of the issue; the
downfall of Mr Cameron’s government; and the start of a period of uncertainty
which will probably last until current eight year-olds have the vote. Schools will
have to do their best to explain to their disenfranchised pupils what has happened
and how they can make the best of a future even more uncertain than the one they
faced before June 23rd 2016.
According to a poll of 751 teachers, carried out by TES Global in partnership
with YouGov between 9th and 13th June and released on 17th June 2016, 70%
were in favour of Remain and 51% believed that leaving the EU would harm
the future prospects of their pupils. Teaching is an immensely exciting vocation,
but it is not a joyride. Teachers have to be responsible and constantly risk-aware
and they have to balance the immediate with the long term on a daily basis.
Nick Gallop looks at the thinking schools and universities might find helpful in
preparation for the professional future of ‘Generation Next’.
In becoming Prime Minister, Theresa May has shown many political qualities.
Like Disraeli, she has climbed to the top of the greasy pole in a time of political
uncertainty, and she will require great skills to keep not only her own but also the
country’s political balance. There are signs that she may adopt a less presidential
style of leadership than her three predecessors, preferring instead to work with a
team, as Graeme May recommends in his piece on how to direct studies.
Is it significant that she is a woman? Well, as Helen Fraser writes in her
valedictory, the world is still designed for men, which may be why it is volatile,
uncertain, complex and ambiguous. The greater the equality of every kind of
opportunity, the better the prospect of good leadership in politics as well as in the
Autumn 2016
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professions. The office of Prime Minister is certainly a high profile position, even if Theresa May is destined to
be ranked with Helle Thorning-Schmidt rather than Angela Merkel. And, if it is true that women need to develop
their ‘outer cheerleader’, there are also moments when one might be glad of their continuing capacity to listen to
their ‘inner critic’, especially as we contemplate the telltale tyre tracks of the ‘boy racer’ school of political risk
assessment.
Teaching is a rewarding profession, especially when former pupils express their gratitude for the encouragement,
forbearance and guidance they received and which they feel has helped them to be what they are now. This is the
last issue of Conference & Common Room that will have been overseen by Derek Bingham, the magazine’s Managing
Editor and the Publishing Director of John Catt Educational Ltd. He has been a constant support and guide to Editors
throughout the present century. An editor himself, of both The Field (1977-1984) and then Shooting Times before
joining John Catt, he had a wealth of magazine experience which brought a high degree of professionalism to the
essentially amateurish efforts of at least the present editor of C&CR.
His benign wisdom and calmness in the face of missing copy is matched by his own skills as a writer and his
intuitive grasp of what will work on the page and what won’t. He has worked with an outstanding layout team who
regularly transform the somewhat random articles and images they receive into a visually coherent publication.
The whole point about a magazine is that it should be something that readers enjoy handling and whose layout and
composition keeps the eye and the mind moving forward. An eZine is like a Tapas Bar – a good magazine is like a
tasting menu in a first class restaurant. Derek deserves both a Michelin Star and a Pulitzer Prize.
The referendum result has been analysed in a multitude of ways, not least in contrasting the fortunes of the
enfranchised ‘baby boomers’ and the as yet voteless ‘millennials’. Growing up in post-war Britain had much to
recommend it, not least in terms of new opportunities, and, despite two appalling wars, the 20th Century was one
of exponential progress. In 2012, the opening ceremony of the London Olympic Games reminded us of what this
country can achieve. Let print and paper combine with the virtual world in offering the following link to nostalgia
and perhaps, who knows, even a little bloody-minded optimism. https://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/jul/15/
frank-cottrell-boyce-proms-lecture-what-point-culture-in-brexit-britain

Cranleigh has sponsored a Surrey Hills Cow Parade Cow as part of its 150th Anniversary Celebrations. Painted by James
Nairne and Mark Weighton, the Woodyer Cow was designed and named after Henry Woodyer, the School’s original
architect. “Woodyer was an eminent architect in his time. He was commissioned to design the School and he built the oldest
parts of our campus, including the fine Neo-Gothic chapel. He is less well known these days outside the county and we
thought that this year, being our 150th anniversary as well as the 200th anniversary of his birth, it would be appropriate for
Cranleigh’s cow to celebrate him,” said Mr Nairne, who is director of art at the school. See also opposite page.
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Memorial unveiling.

A War Memorial for a
modern school
Old Cranleighan Nicholas Dimbleby’s sculpture Leaving
‘War is strange. Death, destruction, cruelty, confusion, loss
of familiar signposts are all its elements. Yet, it does, too,
conjure other things to be remembered – comradeship, the
fellowship of a tank crew, loyalty, small incidents which
renew one’s faith in humanity. Those elements are collectively
called peace.’
Words of former Cranleigh Headmaster Marc van Hasselt
(1970-1984), one of the few surviving D-Day veterans, who
recently received the Légion d’Honneur from the French
government for his part in the landings.
A poignant new War Memorial by leading British sculptor
Nicholas Dimbleby was unveiled at Cranleigh School on
1st July 2016, exactly 100 years after the devastation of the
Battle of the Somme. At the heart of the Memorial is a threemetre high sculpture, in bronze and Bath stone, depicting a
naked boy attempting to stride ahead into his future, but who
finds himself restrained by what appears to be the ruin of a
conventional stone Memorial, ravaged by further war.
Entitled Leaving, the dramatic sculpture is sited in an
elevated position looking out across the Surrey Hills and

surrounded by sweeping glass panels engraved with the names
of 374 former pupils who have fallen in battle during the
School’s 150-year history.
For the School, which opened its doors to the first pupils
in 1865, commissioning a new war memorial has been a
challenging and at times emotional process. From the outset
there was a wish to create something that would commemorate
history and the service of the fallen, whilst simultaneously
making the memorial relevant to a generation of pupils that
thinks in terms of globalisation and peacekeeping. Current
international events and the anniversary of key World War
One dates combined to make the process especially thoughtprovoking.
It was always the school’s intention to work with an artist to
create such a modern memorial. Luckily Cranleigh can count
one of the country’s foremost figurative sculptors among its
alumni. Nicholas Dimbleby (1 North, 1964), the creator of
the well-known Whistler on the Southbank, was happily free
to undertake the commission. He launched into research with
infectious energy, convening meetings with pupils as well as
senior staff and Old Cranleighans to get to the heart of the
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Nick Dimbleby and Memorial.

design. He has described the experience as being “what my
whole career has led to”.
“This has been profoundly moving. There is a burden of
responsibility with a War Memorial that perhaps weighs
more heavily than with previous work. My client for this
commission has been the children, in particular those of
school leaving age, whose predecessors 100 years ago walked
straight into war.

“Through conversations with these young people it became
apparent that the desire for peace greatly outweighs the
‘nobility of death in battle’ and that therefore this should not
be a ‘generic’ memorial, simply a listing of the fallen.
This age is much more sceptical. Alongside leaving and
service to the outside world, the sculptural element of
this memorial is intended to convey vulnerability and the
devastation of war. It is entirely right that the figure should be
an unclothed youth. It shows us in our most vulnerable state
of being.”
Nicholas Dimbleby, whose next commissions are a sculpture
of S T Coleridge and a bronze for Guy’s Hospital, is now
based in Somerset, but still uses a foundry at Leatherhead,
near the School, to cast his works.
“That this was in a school helped to focus my mind and
made the concept in some ways less constrained. I had an
age group in mind and the freedom of working on a ‘private’
campus. It was a great help that I knew Cranleigh. The rapport
has been excellent and I have felt a reward in working together
on such an ambitious project for my old school. As with any
establishment that gives the sculptor freedom to work in an
atmosphere of trust it has been liberating to work for.”
Engraved in the stone are the conventional words of
commemoration ‘We will remember them’, seemingly
damaged by gunfire to represent the destruction caused by
World War Two, together with W H Auden’s foreboding ‘We
must love one another or die.’
“We failed to learn from our first experience,” says
Dimbleby, “and we did it all again.”
The School’s original memorial to those who fell in the
Great War was designed by Sir Edwin Cooper, the architect of
two major buildings on campus, and unveiled in 1921. It was
removed for reasons unknown in 1952 and a replacement has
been long awaited, particularly by the School’s active alumni
association, The Old Cranleighan Society.
Martin Williamson, the Society’s chairman, said: “We are
lucky to have such a renowned sculptor as an old boy because
we wanted something that came from Cranleigh’s heart and to
ensure that the person responsible understood what the School
was about, as we are not a military school.
“It was immediately clear that Nick had a very different idea
of what a Memorial should be, but his passion and vision won
us over and the end result is quite stunning. He also made us
realise that the memorial could be an actively used area and
not an inaccessible sanctuary. The end result is something that
breaks with tradition and will, I believe, inspire much thought
about the way memorials are designed.”
Cranleigh’s Headmaster, Martin Reader, commented:
“Historically, public schools including Cranleigh have played
an important role in preparing boys to become officers in
the British Army, and as such we have witnessed the loss of
many of our young men in conflict. In our 150th year, and
coinciding with the centenary of one of the bloodiest battles of
World War One, it is entirely fitting that Nicholas Dimbleby
has created a new Memorial for the School, a Memorial that
remembers our fallen, but also, importantly, strives for peace,
encouraging our young people to lead fulfilled lives in service
and duty as well as leadership in their futures.”
The memorial was unveiled in a special service to remember
the fallen, which was led by the former Chief of the General
Staff, Lord Dannatt.
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Never Over100ked
Manchester High’s continued outreach
The Pankhurst Bursary Appeal was launched in 2010 with
the aspiration to raise £2 million to enable 100 girls to pass
through Manchester High with financial assistance from the
fund. Thanks to donations from loyal supporters, 82 girls have
benefitted to date and the ‘Never Over100ked’ campaign is
about reaching the target for the remaining 18 girls.
Pamela Wood, director of development and marketing, said:
“Manchester High School for Girls is not elitist and must not
become so. We are determined to never miss, never fail to
notice, never overlook a girl with potential. The era of direct
grants and assisted places is unfortunately long gone, so we
cannot rest on our laurels and must proactively fundraise, first
for the remaining 18 girls of the 2010 appeal and then we’ll
be getting to work on the next 100.”
Outgoing head girl Sophie Haughton from Stockport has
studied for the International Baccalaureate during her time
at Manchester High and has an offer to read medicine at the
University of Birmingham in September. She tells her story:
Writing a letter to Mrs Clarke, my Year 6 teacher at North
Reddish Junior School, telling her that the 11-year-old
girl, who she had earmarked for great things, had just
been appointed head girl at Manchester High is one of
my proudest moments to date. Independent education is
just not something that happens in my very normal, very
working class family. My parents, aunties and uncles had
all gone to the local comprehensive and, until Mrs Clarke
suggested Manchester High School for Girls, that was
certainly where I was headed.
If I had not been granted a bursary award there is no
way my parents could even have considered sending me
to Manchester High. It just wouldn’t have been an option.
Being voted head girl by my peers proves that Manchester
High is the type of place where it doesn’t matter who you
are or where you come from. Given equal opportunities,
anyone can succeed.
Her deputy, Ebubechi Okpalugo, is also a beneficiary of the
Bursary scheme and an aspiring medic:
The whole culture of Manchester High is one where girls
and women build each other up. We support each other.
A Manchester High girl has the confidence to be herself
and always has the courage of her convictions. The
bursary fund enabled me to become a Manchester High
girl in Year 7 when my dad was working abroad and we
were reliant on just my mum’s nursing salary. Thankfully
by Year 8 my dad had found work in the UK and our
financial situation had changed but without the assistance
I received from the bursary fund I may have never become
a Manchester High girl.
One of my best friends, Georgia, is also a bursary
recipient and, while I don’t like to think it, it’s fair to
say that without the bursary fund we may never have
met. Georgia is spontaneous, wonderfully weird and
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an incredibly loving person. I’ve known her since Year
7 and I expect I’ll know her into my 70s and beyond.
Manchester High School for Girls has not only set me on
the path towards an exciting future but it’s also given me
lifelong friends to share that future with.
Adela, Christabel and Sylvia Pankhurst were all educated at
the school and their name is synonymous with campaigning
for equality of opportunity. They sought to change society
by militant means, but Christabel’s decision to suspend the
WSPU suffrage campaign very early in the Great War and
turn instead to war work was probably more effective than
Sylvia’s preference for continuing to demonstrate.
Although women are still disadvantaged in too many areas,
Manchester High has educated many very high achievers.
Five of their super successful alumnae recently returned to
the school to launch the latest phase of fundraising for the
Pankhurst Bursary Appeal, carrying it forward to the 100th
bursary pupil.
Lucie Hinton, Vicky Kloss and Laura Earnshaw joined
Sophie Haughton and Ebubechi Okpalugo to star as case
studies in the new campaign. All have benefitted from receiving
bursary assistance during their time at Manchester High.
At the age of 24, Lucie Hinton is the first person that the
Manchester Airport Group has relocated overseas. As USA
Project Co-ordinator, she spends most of her time in the New
York office which overlooks Madison Avenue and Grand
Central Station.
It’s all quite surreal for a Blackpool-born girl who had
never stepped foot out of the UK until her teenage years!
Manchester High nurtured my ambition and shaped my
moral values. It provided a real point of stability at a time
when my home life was quite turbulent. Due to family
circumstances I had moved primary school no fewer
than five times and I wanted somewhere that would be a
constant, somewhere to provide me with a real sense of
stability, and Manchester High was it.
Vicky Kloss is the Chief Communications Officer for
Manchester City Football Club:
Without my bursary funding I would never have walked
into Miss Tong’s Latin class and been set on a lifechanging path. Eleven year-old Vicky had never heard
of Latin. I didn’t even know what Classics was. Yet
within two minutes of being in Miss Tong’s presence
I was besotted with her and the language. She was not
necessarily the most ‘cuddly’ of teachers: in some respects
she could appear at times rather formidable, something of
a slightly eccentric academic, but she had a twinkle in her
eye to match her incredible brain and she imbued in me a
love of language that has stayed with me to this day.
It was Miss Tong who took me to one side in my later
years and told me she thought I could study for a degree at
Oxbridge. Again, in my naivety I genuinely didn’t really

Schools
Five high fliers

know at that time what a degree was, and I certainly had
doubts that Oxford or Cambridge would be the right place
for me. It was the ’80s and the popular press was flooded
with images of the ‘Hooray Henrys and Henriettas’ who
attended these beacons of academia. They certainly didn’t
seem a natural fit for me.
Miss Tong was however, resolute. She gained permission
from my parents and drove me to Cambridge one Saturday
morning. I, of course, loved it and was thrilled to secure
my place to study Latin and French in 1989.
Laura Earnshaw believes her time as a pupil at Manchester
High played a major part in preparing her for the high profile
role of Head of Global Talent at AstraZeneca:
After spending five years growing up in Hong Kong,
finding yourself, age 12, in early ’90s Salford was quite
the culture shock! My father was a vicar and when the
time came to return to the UK my parents chose a suitably
gritty, working-class parish; a total contrast to the bright
lights of the expat community in Hong Kong.
Fee-paying schools were simply out of the question.

My mother was a social worker and, coupled with a
vicar’s wage, there wasn’t much income to spare. It was
at this point that Manchester High stepped up, refusing to
overlook me. Despite the fact that I actually failed part
of the paper-based exam (I’ll blame it on the difference
between the UK and Hong Kong education systems!)
the school spotted the spark of potential in me and I was
offered a bursary place. Looking back now, this was a real
‘moment’. It was my first true break; the crucial building
block I needed for starting out in life.
A Manchester High education is a powerful thing. Apart
from the academic rigour it provides, the school instilled
in me a real tenacity to achieve; to prove the people that
say ‘no’ wrong and to always ask ‘why’ when someone
tells you something cannot be done.
Anyone considering making a donation to the Bursary
Appeal should know that while the financial contribution
they make will go towards a girl’s tuition fees, it is in
fact a gift that will last a whole lifetime. After all, your
education is one of the only things that can never be taken
from you.
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‘Every student at NCH possesses a genuine desire to learn.
This is nourished by our outstanding tutors, who teach
with an enthusiasm that is contagious. I wouldn’t trade
my undergraduate course for any other in the country.’
Matthew Walker, Philosophy BA with Law

Find out more about our liberal arts-inspired
degrees at nchlondon.ac.uk

HERE&THERE

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

Abbotsholme
Outreach,
home and away
Abbotsholme School welcomed children
benefitting from CHICKS support to the
school’s Farm and Equestrian Centre.
CHICKS staff were on hand to help
Abbotsholme staff as children enjoyed
grooming horses and rounding up the sheep
amongst many other activities throughout
the morning.
CHICKS (Country Holidays for Inner
City Kids) is a National Charity providing
free respite breaks to disadvantaged
children from all over the UK. The breaks
help every child to make positive childhood
memories and just be children. CHICKS
children come from a variety of challenging
backgrounds, including living in poverty,
being young carers, being victims of
bullying or abuse, or having been bereaved.
Izzy James from CHICKS newest holiday
retreat in Derbyshire said, “Our CHICKS
children had a fantastic morning. Animals
have a wonderfully calming influence on
children and our children really benefited
from the time at the Farm and Equestrian
Centre.” Headmaster Steve Fairclough
agreed: “We recognise the importance here
at Abbotsholme for children to just enjoy the
chance to be children and we were delighted
to offer that to CHICKS children too.”
Meanwhile a group of Abbotsholme Year
10 students went to Westminster to help
create an important memorial garden, the
brainchild of Curtis Blondel, to unsung
hero Mary Seacole. This new memorial at
St Thomas’ Hospital, opposite the Palace of
Westminster, is a tribute to Mary Seacole
who worked during the Crimean War at
the same time as Florence Nightingale, but
who did not receive due recognition for her
efforts because she was a Jamaican/British
woman.
Four Abbotsholme pupils responded to
an appeal made by the project leaders for
volunteers to help create the garden, as this
project fits in perfectly with Abbotsholme’s
Round Square ideals of service and
environmentalism.

CHICKS at Abbotsholme.

Abbotsholme pupils at St Thomas’ Hospital.

Abbotsholme pupils with Curtis Blondel.
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The joys of life
without a sixth form
Mark Whalley sees great advantages in ‘all change’ at 16
A couple of months ago I had a peculiar meeting with the
parents of a Year 4 pupil. I had no real idea what the meeting
was going to be about, though I suspected that it might be
about class sizes or extra-curricular activities. However, I
was surprised that when the meeting kicked off, it quickly
transpired that the concern was their eight year-old son’s route
to university and reading for an engineering degree at a ‘top’
university.
What I wanted to say to them was that their son is only
eight and for them to not worry about such issues, but what
transpired was a far more important issue to me: they were
thinking of removing their son at the end of Year 6 and
sending him to an 11 to 18 school. The reason for this was
not dissatisfaction at the quality of our education, but simply
that we did not have a sixth form and therefore do not offer A
levels. A little quick thinking ensued and I believe that I gave
a persuasive argument that the three to 16 experience had so
much in its favour that I am now 99% certain that the pupil
will stay.
Rookwood seniors.
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Mark Whalley.
So what makes the three to 16 experience so valuable that
a parent would not move their child to a large school with a
sixth form? There are many factors that help children, such as
a gentle primary to secondary transition and a proper degree
of emotional and educational readiness for the abundance of
choice in post-16 education.
Until eight years ago I had only ever taught in secondary
schools, and then I decided to move to a middle school. The
reasons for the move were varied, but I must admit the jury
was still out for me on whether middle schools had a place in
the world of education. However what I saw surprised me: in
my middle school there was no dip in performance in Year 7
of the kind that I had seen throughout my secondary career.
We blamed the children, the parents, the feeder schools –
but still performance dipped. In the middle school we didn’t
see this. I believe that many children are not mature enough
to transition effectively from a primary to secondary setting
at the age of 11, and that a dip in performance is a response
to the personal and educational challenges of a new, larger
school. By contrast, it is one of the strengths of the three to 16
setting that children may move from the prep section to the
senior section but still remain in the same school.
Pupils – and their parents – benefit greatly from the familiar
surroundings, systems and, above all, people when making
this seamless transition to senior education. This simply
removes the trauma of joining a new school for the secondary
phase. Transition is always going to be a source of stress for
young people, whether at the end of KS2 or when they leave
school. The key thing is that transition should happen at a
time when the stress is minimised and the value of transition
is maximised.
Again I believe that this is one of the most beneficial
strengths of the three to 16 school, since a pupil who only
ever experiences a three to 16 school has their first transition
at 16. Some may feel that this is too late, but I would argue
that the age of 16 is when a young person is most likely to
be emotionally and socially robust enough to go on to a new
institution.
Some parents would like us to have a sixth form, but the
simple truth is that it is not economically viable to establish

Schools
that level of provision within a small school. Learners and
their parents would expect a certain breadth of subjects,
which would create staffing demands that would, in turn,
incur costs. Given the relatively small numbers likely to take
some of these subjects, and the inevitable variations that take
place from year to year, it is probable that some core A level
subjects would fail to balance their books.
New and enhanced facilities would be required but,
unless there was currently over-capacity in terms of rooms,
significant expenditure on school accommodation would be
required to provide for post-16 studies. Finally, is it likely
that students would join the school for their A levels when the
local colleges would provide a broader range of courses and
will be free?
Whilst a small school cannot support a sixth form with
broad enough provision to meet the needs of all of its pupils,
colleges are much more likely to meet the needs of most
pupils. The breadth and depth of curriculum provision in
many FE colleges outstrips the overwhelming majority of
school-based sixth forms and so it is far more likely that a
post-16 student will find a perfect provision fit in a college
than they would at school.

Most of these pupils will still be at home when they go
on to sixth form study. This is essentially a halfway house
to university: young people learn to function in a larger
institution, become more independent and meet new people
without the stress of leaving home. I would therefore suggest
that making this transition at 16 actually benefits young people
in a way in which larger schools with sixth forms never can.
There are sound advantages to the three to 16 school in
the continuity it offers and the opportunities it provides for
children to develop without the stress of transition at times in
their lives when they are emotionally vulnerable. It prepares
its pupils as a cohort for a new educational experience at 16
and because they are all moving together and they have been
prepared throughout their time at the school to go elsewhere
for post-16, the stress of transition is greatly reduced.
Three to 16 schools offer an excellent education and are an
important part of the wide range of schools to be found in the
independent sector.
Dr Mark Whalley is Headmaster of Rookwood School
and was previously Head of John Buchan School, an SCE
Middle School that serves the British military communities in
Sennelager and Paderborn, Germany.

Rookwood juniors.
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New term, new MIS, new heights

Achieve more with iSAMS. A web based, single
interface MIS, designed by teachers specifically for
schools. A single core database capable of informing,
aiding and auditing every area of school life, iSAMS
connects and controls any element of running a
successful independent school.
More than 600 schools around the world have chosen
us as their trusted MIS. To find out more, or to book
a meeting, call us on 01604 659100.

www.isams.com

Features include:
• Admissions, assessments & reports
• Activities, health, curriculum & timetabling
• Finance, fees & HR
• Parent & student portals
• Mobile & tablet apps + SMS service
• 3rd party integration via iSAMS Marketplace
• Fully managed service with disaster recovery

Schools

The importance of selection
in the survival of the fittest
O R Houseman struggles with some awkward heritable traits
A week before the end of the summer term, a father wrote to
complain about the fact that his son had been dropped from the
1st XI to the 2nd XI. He pointed out that he was writing as a
‘knowledgeable and entirely independent observer’. All of the
other parents agreed with him, he told me: the decision was
outrageous, and the master and professional coach who were
selecting the team were ‘clearly incompetent and biased’.
I rather hoped that when I next saw him he would ask whether
I had enjoyed his parody of an interfering parent’s letter, or
whether the line about being an ‘entirely independent observer’
had made it too obvious. He had been entirely serious.
Team selection is of course a very delicate issue and is
handled with a great deal of sensitivity: schoolmasters are
fully aware of the lasting psychological impact which can be
caused by dropping a boy from a team. Managing the impact
on the parents is a much more complicated issue.
A few years ago a mother called me on the Thursday
evening before the first rugby match of the Michaelmas term.
Her son had just started the lower sixth. He had been the
first choice fly half in his age group team for three years. In
the previous season he had trained with England under 16s.
For the first game of this new season he was on the bench
for the 1st XV. An older boy who had played in his position
the previous season was in the starting line up. His mother
explained that her son was distraught.
“They have totally destroyed his confidence. Of course he
is the best player. I know: I have watched every game he has
played. They have also changed the way he plays. They have
stifled him. He is a naturally creative and attacking player.
They have removed all of his flair.”
I saw this discussion of tactics as an opportunity to control
the conversation.
“Well, Mrs M, it is difficult for me to comment on the
team tactics. I am no rugby expert, so I shall leave that to the
coaches. I can assure you that they are highly experienced and
extremely successful.”
She did not recognise my attempt to tell her diplomatically
that she knew nothing about rugby tactics either, as she had
no doubt whatsoever in her own judgement.
“I am a rugby expert,” she replied, “and I can tell you they
are wrong.”
I told her I would do all I could to comfort her son. I found
him working in his room.
“Bad luck about team selection for Saturday. It must be
difficult, but of course the step up to the senior age group is
always a challenge.”
“Absolutely. It’s been quite tough this week but I’ve really
enjoyed it. They have got the correct line up. Max is much
stronger than me in that position, and every training session
worked really well with him. I’ve got a bit of work to do, but

I am going to get some chances later on.”
This boy was not distraught. In fact, it was possibly the best
reaction to being dropped which I had heard from a boy. The
coaches had explained the reasons for their team selection
very clearly and he understood exactly where he stood. I just
had to manage his mother’s disappointment.
I tried to use the lessons I had learned from this incident
when responding to the disappointed ‘entirely independent
observer’ whose son had been dropped from the 1st XI two
weeks ago.
“Yes, it is a shame for Jack, who was understandably
disappointed. However, I was really impressed with the
way he has responded. He has been very mature about it,
understands that he has not really scored enough runs, and
is talking very positively about playing for the 2nd XI this
weekend.”
The father is a perfectly pleasant man, if not quite an
entirely independent observer. He is intelligent and has been
very successful. He does not understand very much about
cricket, but, dangerously, he thinks he does. He still knew
that the selection was wrong, but at least he was no longer
accusing the school of deliberately undermining his son’s
confidence, mental health and exam prospects. I warned the
coach who had dropped the cricketer to the 2nd XI that a
complaint was on its way.
“Of course I am dropping him. I should have dropped him
weeks ago. He hasn’t scored a run all season.”
I explained to the coach that I fully understood and that
of course this decision made sense. Unfortunately the boy’s
father did not see things in quite the same way and would
challenge the decision.
“Challenge the decision? What’s he going to do? Tell me
his boy has scored runs I haven’t seen? Perhaps I should tell
him that I am not running this team with the aim of picking
the best possible side and winning all of our matches. I am
running this team with the sole intention of carrying out an
irrational campaign of persecution on his son.”
For a moment we both imagined the satisfaction one would
derive from responding in this way to the father who had
made the complaint. A schoolmaster running a team may
make a mistake, but what possible reason could he have for
not picking what he considered to be the best team? What
could he possibly gain from showing bias towards one boy and
discriminating against another? Surely the father would see the
logic, recognise his own absurdity, and apologise profusely.
“What are you really going to say to him?”
“Actually, we have had an injury so I am going to have to
pick his son anyway.”
We agreed that this was the statesmanlike solution.
O R Houseman’s preferred sport is Patience.
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Royal Academy Summer Exhibition glory for Hermione…
The impressive etching, Three Women on the Tube, by Hermione Shaw, an upper sixth pupil at Lancing College, has been
selected for this year’s Royal Academy of Arts Summer Exhibition. This is a real accolade, as this exhibition is the world’s
largest open submission show, with 12,000 entries, and the Hanging Committee includes leading Royal Academicians.
The Royal Academy says that this year’s Summer Exhibition contains ‘more to see and explore than any other exhibition
you’re likely to visit this year’. It includes a panorama of art in all mediums, and a remarkable mixture of emerging artists
and household names.
Hermione is delighted to have been accepted. “I’m very excited to see my etching featured in the exhibition as I’ve been
going every year since I was little. I love that the public and professional artists can exhibit alongside each other, it makes for
an incredibly varied and interesting show,” she says.
In recognition of Hermione’s success, the Royal Academy invited her to attend the Non-Members’ Varnishing Day
Reception in the galleries, which was preceded by the Service for Artists at St James’s Church, Piccadilly. She has also been
invited to the special Buyers’ Day and other private views, and she will have access to the Academicians’ Room, the RA’s
private members club for artists and art lovers, for the duration of the exhibition.
Hermione, a Lancing College art scholar, is studying art for one of her A levels and plans to study art at City & Guilds of
London Art School.

… and Oundle at the
Tate Modern
In a celebration of the new Tate Modern,
six works of art by Oundle School pupils
were exhibited in the Turbine Hall over
the weekend of 17th-19th June, and one
pupil’s work was chosen by Uniqlo to be
exhibited at its Oxford Street store.
Work by Ryan Wu (17), Emma O’Dea
(17), Zoe Gillett (18), Clara Goodman
(16), Lorne Inglis (16) and Davide Gibson
(16) were displayed on TV screens in
the gallery’s Turbine Hall. Their work
was among pieces that were chosen from
hundreds of submissions by artists aged
15-25, who responded to the gallery’s
open call for submissions based on the
theme of ‘future’.
Uniqlo, one of the exhibition sponsors,
ran a separate competition and, from
among the work submitted for the Tate
exhibit, they chose Lorne Inglis’s mixed
media work featuring art teacher Mike
Case on stairs to be exhibited in the
window of its flagship store on Oxford
Street for a week in June.
The exhibition was part of the opening
weekend at the Tate Modern, which
has been expanded following a £260m
redevelopment project to include a tenstorey high tower, refurbished underground
oil tanks for live performances, and a 22ft
tree sculpture by the Chinese artist Ai
Weiwei.
Three Women on the Tube.
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Lorne Inglis’s Mike Case on stairs.
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The future isn’t quite
what it used to be
The professional future for ‘generation next’:
Nick Gallop scans the skies
Nick Gallop.
Who would predict the future? Certainly not Thomas Watson,
chairman of IBM in the 1940s, who predicted ‘a world market
for maybe five computers’, or Ken Olsen, founder of Digital,
a tech company with over 140,000 employees by the 1980s,
who could foresee ‘no reason why anyone would want a
personal computer in their home’.
Perhaps the whole tricky business of futurology is best
summed up by Nils Bohr, Nobel prize-winner for his
contributions to understanding atomic structure and quantum
theory. Bohr concluded irrefutably that ‘prediction is very
difficult, especially if it is about the future’. But of course, it
is precisely the future that we strive to forecast and envision,
for the simple reason that we spend our days, weeks, terms
and years preparing schoolchildren for it. And yet, to make
matters thornier still, an overwhelming number of indicators
reveal that the future isn’t quite what it used to be.

The evolution of the workplace
A broad array of studies and measurements, both qualitative
and quantitative, reflects that the vast majority of today’s
schoolchildren are more anxious and more pessimistic about
their futures than at any previous time. Rather than seeing
a future characterised by opportunity and untrammelled
choice, many instead see uncertainty and volatility, insecurity
and indebtedness, disruptive forces on a local, national and
international level in ever-evolving workplaces.
Today’s schoolchildren have witnessed rapid changes in
telecommunications, advances that have brought mostly
welcome and mostly embraced levels of hyper-connectedness.
Consequently they are well placed to see the logical companion
to hyper-connectedness – hyper-competitiveness. Many see a
future in which it appears much harder to find and establish
their place: innovations that have transformed orthodox
professions; jobs being done faster and needing fewer people
than ever before; a significant and irreversible shift away
from traditional understandings of the value of knowledge
and expertise; and an elevation of so-called ‘softer’ or ‘social’
skills to take their place.
In guiding them, we are often quite understandably guilty
of peddling only half-formed notions of the future – of ‘jobs
that don’t exist yet’ requiring ‘technologies that haven’t
been invented’. This is only partly true, since there is a
gathering body of discourse and research that is quite clearly
giving shape to the kind of professional worlds that our
schoolchildren will inherit.
Sir John Holman, senior advisor in education at the
Wellcome Trust and the Gatsby Foundation, confirms that
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the clearest possible understanding of the very different
professional labour market to come is an absolute prerequisite
for preparing the next generation. To put some flesh on these
professional bones, two increasingly influential texts have
emerged in recent months, spanning the Atlantic, but with a
similar pace-gathering message.

The changing professions
Researchers and government advisors Richard and Daniel
Susskind, in their 2015 book The Future of the Professions,
foretell the rapid decline of today’s professional roles.
The authors contend that we simply will not need doctors,
teachers, accountants, the clergy, lawyers, architects, tax
advisers, journalists, or management consultants to work in
the same ways as they did in the last century.
Changes driven by advances in technology have meant that
the roles professional practitioners have played in society for
several centuries – educating, advising, managing, assisting,
guiding and even saving our lives – and the distribution of
their professional expertise, is on the brink of unrecognisable
transformation.
The implications of course are huge, since the professions
employ many millions across all developed nations, a vast
number of people who see their jobs as broadly vocational,
and who enjoy a professional standing that makes them both
trusted and respected. They disproportionately belong to
higher socio-economic groups and operate within professional
environments that are often exclusive and internally
hierarchical.
The way that the practical expertise of specialists is made
available in society is the driver of this change. Professional
practice has long relied on ‘monopolies’ that are built around
specialist knowledge amassed in accredited ways. These share
common sets of core values and are highly regulated, often by
each other.
But the bargain that has permitted such monopolies to
exist in exchange for reassuring, reliable and vital services,
has been irreversibly eroded by the arrival of a technologybased internet society inhabited by intelligent machines that
are capable of tax preparing, budgetary planning, dispute
resolving, or interactive revision, just to give a few examples.
Whilst there will no doubt be new roles to tackle and solve
problems creatively and effectively, especially intractable
social problems, we will see the steady liberation of the
practical expertise that was once the preserve of the traditional
professions, and a future in which many fewer expert people
work alongside high-performing systems.

Next
The industries of the future

Innovation and social disadvantage

In The Industries of the Future, Alex Ross, senior advisor on
innovation to Hilary Clinton and Barrack Obama, refers to
distinct waves of technological change that have transformed
society. Whilst the advances in technology and automation in
the 1980s and 1990s lifted billions of ‘winners’ out of poverty
in the developing world, the ‘losers’ were the high-waged but
relatively low-skilled workers in the post-industrial West.
The next transformation centres on further radical
advances in telecommunication. The West’s former losers
are now, of course, winners in a different way. The workers
of the developed world enjoy infinitely better levels of
communication, entertainment, healthcare, food, hygiene,
consumer protection and transport systems than the generation
that preceded them, but at the cost of a deep mistrust of global
connectedness and an estranging level of job insecurity and
financial vulnerability.
According to Ross, the future lies in the increasingly
innovative workforces of developing nations such as
Indonesia, South America, India and Africa. It is one of
designer drugs, genomics, digital money, highly specialised
software and robotics. And the West’s diminishing band of
former winners, the professional classes that accommodated,
adapted to and controlled technological changes, will in
turn be subject to economic, social and political forces that
will dwarf the previous ones, overpowering the professional
middle classes by removing their status and undermining the
orthodox understandings of established professions.
With both visions making rather disturbing reading, it is
hardly surprising that the evidence upon which they draw
reverberates sufficiently strongly to alarm and to subdue
today’s schoolchildren. But these technological threats also
present opportunities.

There is another key element common to all – that of
encouraging civic and social responsibility.
Today’s schoolchildren will inherit some of the most
complex and intractable social problems that have ever
faced humankind, working in a professional environment
characterised by the co-dependence of private and public
spheres in which the boundaries between private enterprise,
public service and voluntary or non-profit organisations no
longer exist.
Multinational companies from Serco to Steria, Carillion to
Capita are being required to take on and tackle some of the
most difficult of society’s problems – homelessness, preparing
the long-term jobless for employment, the rehabilitation
of offenders, social housing and education programmes.
Consequently, many of today’s schoolchildren will require a
deep and comprehensive appreciation of social disadvantage,
of voluntary action and of social justice.
Whilst some of our pupils may well work for traditional
accountancy companies, the chances are that they won’t be
traditional accountants, but that instead, for example, they will
be providing the vision for KPMG’s academies programme
or social healthcare reforms. Some might work for global
innovators like McKinsey, running social projects that include
thousands of agribusinesses and microenterprises alleviating
poverty across the developing world; they might be leading
Coutts’ philanthropy or social investment sectors; running
Barclays global community investment teams; working for
the Schwab or Skoll foundations to steer their commitments
to social entrepreneurship; for Sky or for Marks and Spencer,
fostering corporate partnerships or focusing on the future of
sustainable retailing.
The role of professionals seems so central that a world
without them is almost unthinkable, but all the evidence points
to that era disappearing, to be replaced by one characterised
by increasingly capable systems that will transform the
ownership of expertise and the ways that it is shared in society.
The winners of the next generation of professionals will be
those who have sought to develop higher levels of social skills,
have the ability to work creatively in teams, are financially
literate and resilient to change. Above all, they must clearly
understand, through first-hand experience, how these skills and
aptitudes are vital in a work place characterised by the need for
innovative solutions to the most stubborn of social problems.

Social and communication skills
Harvard University’s David Deming identifies a sustained
and empirically proven growth in jobs that have high social
skills requirement. Whilst the meta-trends are still unavoidably
clear – Deming estimates that 47% of total US employment
is at high risk of automation over the next two decades – the
relentless mechanisation of ever more elevated cognitive
tasks has stopped short of the ‘high-skilled, difficult-toautomate jobs that increasingly require social skills’. The
simple feature of sustained human interaction has continued
to elude computerisation, with all major employers identifying
‘teamwork, collaboration and oral communication skills as
among the most valuable yet hard-to-find qualities of workers’.
Deming’s research is echoed in the UK. Kenneth Baker, former
education secretary and current chair of the Edge Foundation,
stresses that 15 million jobs, including swathes of traditional
professional roles, are likely to be automated in the coming 20
years. Lord Baker argues that it is crucial that, alongside highly
specialised comprehension of computer science and technical
expertise, there must be ‘skills which robots cannot replace –
flexibility, empathy, creativity and enterprise’.
Similarly, Geoff Mulgan, chief executive of Nesta, predicts
the disappearance of up to two thirds of current jobs,
emphasising the requirements for high levels of interpersonal
skills, creative talent and problem-solving aptitudes. This, and
regular encounters with employers to understand the practical
application of those skills, is vital for our pupils.

Nick Gallop is Head of Stamford School.
Further reading
The Future of the Professions: How Technology Will Transform the
Work of Human Experts by Richard and Daniel Susskind (2015).
The Industries of the Future by Alex Ross (2016).
The Growing Importance of Social Skills in the Labour Market by
David J. Deming, Harvard University (2015).
The Intergenerational Foundation – www.if.org.uk
The Edge Foundation – www.edge.co.uk
Nesta – www.nesta.org.uk
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New College of the Humanities
Jane Phelps describes how it goes from strength to strength
It is now four years since New College of the Humanities
(NCH) opened, offering undergraduates the opportunity to
study humanities subjects within the framework of a liberal
arts-inspired curriculum, and be taught by one-to-one tutorial
and small group lectures, the gold standard of undergraduate
teaching.
I left Rugby School to help Professor A C Grayling
found NCH because I wanted there to be another option
for able students who were in love with their subject. As a
housemistress and head of HE I got to know sixth formers

Jane Phelps.
well, and was saddened when they returned to school after a
term at university thrilled with the extra-curricular and social
activities but disappointed and demotivated by their academic
experience.
The study of science, languages, many social sciences and
vocational courses requires teaching, and therefore inspiration
from academics. However, students of the humanities tend
to be given a reading list, shown where the library is, and
told to attend around four non-compulsory lectures a week
along with hundreds of other students. As one boy from an
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independent school, who joined NCH after dropping out from
LSE, said: “no one cared if I lived or died”. Now this can
sound very precious, but for those who benefited from the
outstanding teaching they enjoyed in the sixth form of their
independent school, the reality can be devastating.
Many students have joined NCH in the last four years,
from UK and US universities, seeking more engagement with
academics and real intellectual challenge rather than feelings
of anonymity. It has been very rewarding to see dispirited
students thriving in an environment where they can become
immersed in the subjects they love, and excited by the
inspiration they are receiving from the high calibre academics
at NCH. Indeed, this was recognised last year by the WhatUni
award for the best courses and lecturers.
Our first cohort of students, who graduated in 2015, landed
great jobs at organisations including Clifford Chance, Deloitte
and Diageo, and are now taking on competitive Masters
courses at Russell Group universities. They provide proof
that NCH’s unique approach to undergraduate education is
delivering on its promise to produce well-informed, astute and
rounded graduates who are in demand.
The NCH curriculum comprises major and minor courses
chosen from art history, creative writing, economics, English,
geography, history, philosophy, and politics & international
relations; a single honours Law LLB; or a philosophy, politics
& economics BA. These degree studies are complemented
by courses in applied ethics, critical reasoning, and science
literacy, as well as LAUNCH, a professional development
programme that equips students with the competencies and
behaviours they need to succeed in the working world,
whatever they decide to do. LAUNCH has been welcomed by
employers, who find NCH graduates to be confident and more
‘work ready’ than graduates from other universities.
Now that NCH is well established, housed in its stunning
Grade I-listed Georgian town house in Bedford Square in
London, it is evolving. Our first Masters programme, the
historical research & public history MA, commences this
September. NCH joined UCAS last year and applications
can now be made through UCAS or directly to the College.
Moreover, NCH now offers its own degrees, meaning that
students can get government-backed student loans, and the
College can sponsor Tier 4 visas for international students.
As a result of the College achieving these milestones well in
advance of its original plans, the annual tuition fees have been
changed to £12,000 for home students, which we continue to
define as those from the UK, EU, EEA and Switzerland.
Students who would be unable to attend NCH without
additional financial support can apply to the NCH Trust for a
means-tested bursary. Indeed, in the first couple of years the
College has funded four HMC Scholars, as well as students
who were scholars during their time at independent schools.
Our admissions process includes the submission of a piece
of written work, an in-depth reference from the school, and

Next
an interview to ensure that offers are made to those with the
academic potential to thrive at NCH. We all know students
who have dropped a grade because of one disappointing paper,
and who are then rejected by their first choice university,
while having the highest recommendation from their teachers.
We value direct contact from schools whose recommendation
will ensure serious consideration by the College.
Last year in Clearing we were contacted by a school whose
very able student, with 42 at IB, had been rejected by LSE,
because while her overall IELTS score was the required 7, one
of the papers was a 6, and not the 6.5 throughout required. She
has now completed a very successful first year at NCH.
NCH is not for everyone – it is hard work and intellectually
challenging – but it is for those who want to be involved, to
challenge themselves and who light up when talking about
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their subjects. We have visited numerous schools and are
always happy to arrange for one of our academics to come and
talk or to host a group in College.
We also warmly invite your school group to one of the
open lectures given by our professors. Particularly popular
are the lectures given by Professors Simon Pinker, Richard
Dawkins, Sir Christopher Ricks, Simon Blackburn, Lawrence
Krauss and Peter Singer. In the uncertain times ahead, leaving
university with the ability to think is the best preparation we
can give the next generation to ensure that they are happy
and successful. You can recommend NCH to your students
with confidence and read more about the College at www.
nchlondon.ac.uk
Jane Phelps is external relations consultant at NCH.
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Gold Medal for Sibford’s Rosie
Sibford School student, Rosie Weston, found herself standing high on the winners’ podium in May after competing
in the 2016 European Triathlon Championships in Lisbon.
The 17 year-old from Oxfordshire was awarded the gold medal in the sprint event for Under-20s after finishing
more than one minute ahead of her closest rival. She completed the 750m open water swim, 20km bike ride and 5km
run in one hour, 12 minutes and 35 seconds.
“I was reasonably confident that I could beat the English girls,” said Rosie. “However, the European field was an
unknown to me so I was delighted to be able to take Gold. It was very special.”
Rosie’s success is all the more remarkable as she only took up triathlon three years ago. A member of Team
Cherwell Triathlon Club, she is trained by Brian Butler from Natural Ability.
In September 2015, Rosie became the first British competitor to cross the finish line in her age group when she
represented Great Britain in the Chicago Sprint World Championships.
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Je texte,
donc je suis
Geran
Jones.

Geran Jones argues that the ‘liquid life’ is eroding the
cultural security of teenagers

The world of education is under threat, not just from political
interference, but it now finds itself at the mercy of the market,
media, modernity and millenials.
A pervasive safety culture has curtailed children’s discovery
of the new, prevents them from playing independently, from
learning to control their own emotions and behaviour, and
from developing a sense of responsibility. Its influence
extends to education, where a paternalistic control of reading
material limits discovery of the world of fiction. What once
passed as the accepted cultural canon is now off-limits; trigger
warnings are becoming more widespread; books which might
offend sensibilities are being removed from the syllabus.
This, together with politicisation of language and political
correctness, has given rise to fears of microagression, the
perceived offence that someone’s words cause to individuals
and cultural groups. Examples of readily bruised sensitivities
are widespread: student protests to remove Woodrow Wilson’s
name from a Princeton faculty or Rhodes’ statue from Oriel;
some US colleges have compiled lists of forbidden phrases.
University campuses establish ‘safe spaces’ and ban certain
national dailies from sale as they might cause offence. Once
a place of refuge for people exposed to racial prejudice or
sexism, these are now used by illiberal students to ban words
and ideas that oppose their own, to stifle freedom of expression.
This is a far cry from the Higher Education of the recent
past, where university was a place where students could be
challenged and intellectually taken out of their ‘safe space’.
The twin prongs of identity politics and the denigration of
knowledge exercise a pernicious influence. Academic culture
today, it has been noted, has a greater tendency to combine
relativism with an absolute conviction in the validity of
subjective truths. The Vice-Chancellor of Oxford University
expressed concern about the disappearance of moral and
epistemological modesty which enables the interchange of
ideas, and she wondered whether it would ever return. She is
not alone in this.
Educational institutions are at the mercy of these and other
corrosive influences. The deculturation of education and politics,
where policy is dominated by the balance sheet, is omnipresent.
It is devoid of any humanist setting or historical vision and has
become an end in itself. This is in a context of postmodernism,
which seems bent on constant motion and perpetual change – be
it in mentality, lifestyle or values. There is no specific goal, just
the need to survive, communicate and consume.
Our obsession with media and communication has led to
a blurring of boundaries between work and leisure, between
the formal and the informal. We are all living a ‘liquid life’,
which Zygmund Bauman sums up as ‘a precarious life,
lived under conditions of constant uncertainty, in which the
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consumerist syndrome has devalued values of duration and
instead elevated transience’.
These currents are reflected in language use. Words dissolve
in the continual flux that is communication: they no longer
play the role of symbolic markers. The discourse of advertising
and instant messaging renders content irrelevant. We live in
the eternal present, reflected in tense usage: we are ‘going
forward together’; ‘change is now’; ‘Yes, we can’.
Liquid life is well illustrated by the contemporary pupils’
obsessive-compulsive tendencies in mobile telephone usage.
Initially provided as a means to keep in touch with parents,
the device comes to symbolise freedom and security, the two
contradictory needs which millennials yearn for most. But it is
not just a link with the outside world; it becomes the affirmation
of identity: texts, calls and photos corroborate the existence
and popularity of the owner; messages are sought round the
clock, even interrupting sleep cycles. The validity of modern
teenagers’ existence can only be confirmed by the receipt of a
communication, however banal. Je texte, donc je suis.
The social consequences of growing up in liquid life and the
protective environment of a safety culture have bred a greater
sense of vulnerability in young adults and fostered a disinclination
to trust their own judgement and take responsibility. They
fear the sound of silence and shrink from engaging with
uncomfortable ideas and the complexity of language.
The Zeitgeist of the globalised landscape makes the task
of educating bright young minds all the more challenging.
How can school pilot the young learner between the Scylla
of consumerism and the Charybdis of social media? It must
set store by traditional values which develop the whole
person and confront emotional fragility; cultivating a sense of
community, team spirit; a moral compass, a sense of curiosity.
It is essential that it fulfil its role to educate in the broadest
sense; that it impart, maintain and renew those elements
which form the cultural legacy of society.
Contemporary currents contrive to remove culture and
history as a landscape for constructing personal identity. This
is a dangerous development. Without a personal connection
with history and culture, we risk simply building a shallow
profile in an illusory world. To have roots and an awareness
of a common past is all the more vital in today’s liquid world.
This is a key reason why, in today’s educational environment,
an understanding of knowledge of science and technology
alone is insufficient: the teaching of the humanities remains
of the utmost importance. As Kolakowski observed: ‘We learn
history not in order to know how to behave or how to succeed,
but to know who we are.’
Geran Jones teaches French and
Russian at Westminster School.
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Avoid running aground in
your retirement
Ian Thomas points out some important pension marker buoys
Do you have a clear idea of how and when you will be
able to stop working, with enough income to enjoy, rather
than endure, your life after teaching? If not, then you are
probably in the majority. The Teachers’ Pension Scheme has
always been seen as one of the main financial benefits of the
profession and so it is often assumed that retirement will take
care of itself.
But, following the major changes to teachers’ pensions that
were introduced last year, is this relaxed approach still a good
idea? Given ever-rising life expectancy, the decisions you
make today regarding your pension are likely to affect your
lifestyle for 25-30 years, or even longer, following retirement.
Do you understand how the changes will affect your own
pension situation and the options you have to improve it?

One size does not fit all
The first thing to recognise when it comes to teachers’ pensions
is that it is no longer accurate to talk about the Teachers’
Pension Scheme (singular). Depending on when you first
joined the profession, your age and whether you have had any
significant gaps in service, you may in fact be a member of up
to three separate but inter-linked teachers’ pensions schemes
simultaneously. Although teachers’ pensions contributions are
calculated in the same way for everyone in the common room,
differences are emerging in what those contributions will
actually deliver, in terms of benefits, when it’s time to retire.
Teachers who are close to retirement will not generally
be affected by the changes and will remain in their existing
scheme, but as a rule of thumb, if you are under the age of 50,
then your normal pension age (NPA) will no longer be 60 (or
65 if you joined teaching after 2006), it will instead be aligned
with your state pension age.
Another important change relates to the way that pension
benefits are calculated, with the new scheme using a career
average revalued earnings (CARE) approach. However, any
entitlements you built up in the earlier schemes, before the
changes were introduced, will retain their link to your final
salary at the point of retirement.

So are teachers’ pensions still good value?
My analysis finds that for most teachers the CARE scheme is
likely to offer a pension income that is more or less equivalent
to what would have been received under the previous schemes,
assuming retirement at age 60. Furthermore, if you choose to
work past this age, then the pension income under the career
average arrangements could well be higher, a conclusion that
may come as a surprise to many.
There are, however, some important caveats to these very
general findings. Although the CARE scheme is arguably
fairer – its benefits will more accurately reflect your overall
earnings and contributions throughout your career – for
younger teachers on course to become higher earners the new

Ian Thomas.
scheme will clearly not be as beneficial. Additionally, unlike
the pre-2007 final salary scheme, the CARE scheme does not
offer an automatic tax-free lump sum.
Even so, given the economic challenges of a rapidly
ageing population, the new scheme is, in my opinion, still
very generous. Projections from the Office for Budgetary
Responsibility indicate that the net cost to the taxpayer of
public service pensions is set to rise from £0.2bn in 2005/06
to £16.7bn in 2020/21 (excluding the cost of the employer
contributions).
Most of these taxpayers’ own final salary schemes have
now been replaced with vastly inferior defined contribution
alternatives and in contrast to the 16.48% contribution
to teachers’ pensions made by every school, the standard
employer contribution to private schemes is set to reach just
3% of salary by April 2018.

Retirement planning considerations
For everyone taking retirement, teachers’ pensions benefits
will be determined by length of service and final average
salary. So, by way of forward planning, it’s a good idea to
check that all your service has been correctly recorded and
that you understand exactly how your final average salary is
likely to be calculated.
Increasingly, retirement is now seen as a process rather than
a one-off event, so you may also like to explore how you could
step down from your current position to a less responsible
post or to a part-time role. Teachers’ pensions offer a formal
‘phased retirement’ option, or another common approach is to
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retire fully before being re-employed under a new contract.
In this scenario, the teachers’ pensions abatement rules need
to be considered, as does the fact that upon re-employment
you will start to accrue benefits in the new CARE scheme,
regardless of your age.
For those teachers who are a little (or a lot) further from
retirement, the CARE scheme offers new flexibility to
increase your prospective retirement benefits via Faster
Accrual. This is in addition to the existing Additional Pension
Benefit facility open to all teachers, including those remaining
in the final salary schemes. Both options offer you the ability
to acquire extra guaranteed, inflation-linked pension income,
for life – something that is currently extremely expensive on
the open market.
The other main pension alternative is, of course, a private
scheme. Whilst it could prove more expensive to fund a
lifelong income via this type of arrangement, it does offer a
higher degree of flexibility, particularly since the new pension
freedoms were introduced in 2015. For example, a private

scheme could now effectively be used as a ‘bridging pension’,
drawn down over the few years between your retirement from
teaching and the state pension age.

Senior teachers: beware pension tax!
My final comment on pension planning relates primarily to
Headteachers and all other senior employees. As the lifetime
and annual pension allowances have fallen over recent years,
increasing numbers have been snared by one or both of the
lower limits, creating large and often completely unexpected
tax liabilities.
Specialist advice in this area in particular is vital, as once a
pension tax charge has arisen there is little that can be done.
Conversely, with appropriate forward planning, strategies
to mitigate the impacts of these tax charges may well be
available.
Ian Thomas studied economics at York University and is a
director of Pilot Financial Planning.

Two Loves I have
Joe Winter is not sure about antiphonal pronominal kisses
By the age of 16, everyone should have encountered
Shakespeare. A comedy, a history, a tragedy, and two or
three sonnets, though in the case of the plays the whole text
may not have been studied in all cases. By 18 and the end
of school, ideally, more should be known by all. Just as arts
students should be further acquainted with the world of linear
knowledge and theory, so the scientists and mathematicians
Joe Winter.

should be encouraged to develop their intuitive thinking and
aesthetic perception. And for the latter aptitudes, there is
nothing more enriching or more lasting than the work of the
Bard.
There is more to be made of the Sonnets, but an introduction
is needed that offers a better handle on the store door, so to
speak, than has been the case. The academic editions cater
for the groves of Academe, for which Swift’s flying island of
Laputa remains unmatched as a parodic snapshot, an SCR in
excelsis. Recently in one such tome I came across ‘antiphonal
pronominal kisses’ (on Sonnet 128), which may well have
been what gave the Laputan islanders their strabismus. (It
is my favourite stop-off on Gulliver’s itinerary, that crazed
Mensa A List community, whirling through the heavens.)
The occasional Sonnet book for those who inhabit less
rarefied territory tends to be too chatty and whimsical. There
is a problem though: the little volume published by Thomas
Thorpe in 1609 is very clearly about two different kinds of
love. The poems to or about the young man (Sonnets 1-126)
as a whole illustrate one kind of besotted imprisonment: those
to do with the ‘dark lady’ as she is known (127-154), quite
another.
Two loves I have of comfort and despair,
Which like two spirits do suggest me still;
The better angel is a man right fair,
The worser spirit a woman coloured ill.
So begins no 144, which proceeds to torment itself over the
possibility that the speaker’s close friend and his mistress are
sleeping together. Indeed it seems from other poems they are;
and how our narrator deals with that is not far short of a tragicomedy in its own right. There is much of the playwright in
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the sequence, and one is never quite sure if the whole shebang
isn’t a fiction for the sake of a verse drama.
Many think so; but I feel the characters and their
interweaving situations originate from life, probably more or
less as they are shown. But what matters is the existence of the
main character, our speaker, on the poetic stage. Wildly and
wonderfully he brings it all to an indisputable reality for as
long as the poems last, a passionate episode to rival that of any
of his creations of the theatre. A soliloquy of 154 paragraphs
explores the extremes of love, from a noble generosity to
animal lust, from tawdry to most pure.
For centuries the first section, to the young man, seems to
have ensured the volume’s remaining in a critical backwater,
the issue too hot to handle. More recently it has been more
or less accepted that a full-blown homosexual affair is on the
cards. Meanwhile the second series, to the woman, has been
regarded separately, a paradox in itself. The speaker loves her
and loathes her. Their attachment is in successive poems the
most unnatural and the most natural thing in the world.
The obvious solution, of a bisexuality the speaker is
unwilling or unable to accept, may have something to it
but it is far from the whole story. In both parts Shakespeare
broke the sonneteer’s mould, breathing a new shape into a
desperately fading convention. In hock to a mediaeval courtly
tradition, the love-poetry of the time needed waking up.
The awkwardness of coming to terms with all this seems to
have prevented a holistic view of the sequence from being
accepted, or indeed attempted. And yet the whole amounts to
a very remarkable tour of the land of love.
Students would love to explore the gender puzzle the poems
carry. There is no clear solution; though a strong case can be
made for the love for the youth being Platonic, in both the
philosophical and the more modern sense, and that for the lady
fiercely sexual, possibly complicated in her case by her skin
colour. The two characters are surely presented deliberately
as opposites, the ‘fair, kind and true’ young man set against
the lady ‘as dark as hell, as black as night’, and unkind and
faithless into the bargain. As they touch on these issues in a
study of say ten or 20 of the poems, sixth-formers will find
themselves overwhelmed by the beauty of the verse on offer.
And they will find that sex is in fact a minor part of the
whole. The affair between the two most dear on earth to the

speaker seems to have been a short-lived thing. He and his
mistress appear at times at one with each other in body and
mind (138, 151), at ease in their love. With the young man an
adventure of a passionate friendship is traced out, in part, one
feels, to allow an epic exploration of an ideal. But the speaker
is always there before us, almost visible, such is his presence,
certainly knowable. Shakespeare is less of a mystery once one
has made some progress into these personal poems of his; and
getting to know him – or at least his sonnet-persona – would
be no bad thing for our young people, locked into a gismopacked age as they are.
The beauty of words, and of thoughts well-ordered, and
of the very adventure of love itself, in all its crashing pain,
is to hand. I know just the book to set readers on their way.
(Admittedly I wrote it.) In its notes to 63, 96, 123 and 152 it
lists the poems that – for the writer – be-pinnacle the double
series. But as they get to know the volume each will doubtless
have his or her own list. Let me end with 65, not one of the
most anthologised poems. Behind the journey of love is the
battle with Time. That above all is what we find out about.
Since brass, nor stone, nor earth, nor boundless sea,
But sad mortality o’ersways their power,
How with this rage shall beauty hold a plea,
Whose action is no stronger than a flower?
O how shall summer’s honey breath hold out
Against the wrackful siege of battering days,
When rocks impregnable are not so stout,
Nor gates of steel so strong, but Time decays?
O fearful meditation! Where alack
Shall Time’s best jewel from Time’s chest lie hid?
Or what strong hand can hold his swift foot back?
Or who his spoil of beauty can forbid?
O none, unless this miracle have might,
That in black ink my love may still shine bright.
J D Winter is a schoolmaster and author who lived and
taught in Kolkata for 12 years. As well as Bengali poetry
and prose, he has translated Beowulf and Pearl into modern
English. Two Loves I have is published by Sussex Academic
Press, ISBN 9781845 197964

‘The beauty of words, and of thoughts wellordered, and of the very adventure of love
itself, in all its crashing pain, is to hand.
I know just the book to set readers on
their way. (Admittedly I wrote it.)’
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The paperless
classroom
John Weiner believes that pupils have
to see the point of change
Back in the day when I used to watch Buck Rogers, the
world of the future was always presented as a fantastic place
(albeit with a fondness for metallic décor) and certainly one
where electronic screens had completely replaced paper. It
seemed a given in any sci-fi worth its salt that the societies
yet to come would have stopped chopping down forests and
information would be instantly transmitted to the user in a
handy electronic device.
The rise of iPads and their ilk has made this prospect seem
more and more realistic over recent years, yet despite the
increased propensity of schools to embrace tablet computing,
we still seem to rely heavily on the trusty old photocopier. Why?
Maybe it’s to do with our own unconscious reluctance? I’m
sure you’ve all heard the terms coined by Mark Prensky of
‘digital natives’ (those who have grown up with technology
and can access it intuitively – our pupils) and ‘digital
immigrants’ (those of us young enough to learn it – most of
us teachers).
Perhaps we just don’t see the opportunities for paperless
solutions in the same way that our pupils do and convince
ourselves that paper is better. But I’m not completely
persuaded by that explanation. Most teachers I know are more
than willing to give things a proper go and are invariably
open and flexible to new approaches that can help our pupils.
In fact, in my experience, it is sometimes the pupils that are
reluctant to leave their physical folders behind, despite the
back pain it may cause.
For example, in our economics department, we opted for
e-textbooks on iPads instead of physical copies for our lower
sixth students last year. The text is identical to the paper
copy and also includes useful things like a search function.
The result? The biggest single item raised in our regular
departmental survey – “Can we have paper textbooks, please?”
So where does this leave us as teachers and school leaders?
Our pupils are growing up in a digital world and we need
to prepare them for this. Should we be willing to stick with
paper, or should we drive on with digital resources? Much of
the answer to this depends on whether we are enhancing or
replacing.
Young people are a canny bunch – if a resource broadly
replicates something that they already have, they will not only
question the point of the change, but may even be resistant
to it. This is largely because the opportunity cost of the time
invested (even if it isn’t long) in working out how to use an
e-textbook, say, gives them virtually no marginal gain. In
essence, it is therefore completely rational for them to moan
at a change that we might see as forward looking.
However, if pupils can see a material benefit from a
resource, they will embrace and even encourage its use. For
example, a few years ago, we started posting all of our class
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notes, essay resources and more on an online portal, as well
as homework tasks and useful current issues. The fact that this
was a ‘one stop shop’ for our economics and business pupils
meant that they liked the approach, would ask for things to
be posted on there and some pupils even posted their lesson
notes for their peers as well. The ‘enhancement’ was that the
platform made life easier for them, therefore they could see a
marginal gain to using it, resulting in the general acceptance
of a digital approach.
You may have come across Lewin’s change management
model. In this, he argues that before change can be successfully
implemented, you must ‘unfreeze’ the existing situation. In
other words, a motivator for change must be identified and
given to the pupils as an explanation as to why the existing
method of doing things should not carry on ad infinitum. In
this scenario it might be through making their lives easier
or convincing them how interactive resources may be more
effective.
It will be very hard to create this motivator if we are
simply replicating digitally what we used to do in paper form.
Although ‘green’ issues and cost savings to the school are
valid general arguments for going digital, most students will
not see these as motivators for change. Furthermore, if pupils
can’t see the point of a change, a resource may lose some of
its impact as a learning tool and the process can end up being
counterproductive. Only once pupils have accepted the need
for change can it occur, before being ‘refrozen’ into the new
standard way of working.
So what about our trusty old photocopier? It seems to me that,
although we may be moving towards less reliance on physically
produced worksheets and the like, we are still at the transitional
stage where a mix of paper and digital is in our pupils’ best
interests. With improving technology, however, the trend is
clear and it is vital that we are open to the enhancements that
can be accessed through embracing technological solutions.
That said, life will be far less exciting without the photocopier
jamming three minutes before lesson one!
John Weiner is director of sixth form at Caterham School,
having worked previously in a variety of academic, pastoral
and leadership roles in independent schools.
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Matters of nomenclature
Two extracts from C J (Jonty) Driver’s latest book, published this month
In my professional life, I was variously a President, a
Housemaster, a Director, a Principal, a Headmaster and a
Master. I have also been a Fellow (several times), a Governor
(often), a Chairman of Governors, a Visitor (twice), an
Advisor, and an honorary Senior Lecturer. Once, for a short
and happy time, I was in the United States a Colonist. Twice,
I have been the Ordinary of school chapels. I have never been
a Professor, though I have always envied the French notion
of the professeur, the all-round teacher in school, college or
university. When I talk about the people in charge of schools,
the term which comes most easily to me is Headmaster
or Headmistress, and the easiest way of abbreviating and
generalising that appellation is to use the word ‘Heads’.
Two of the best chairmen of governors I ever worked for
were women; both delighted in calling themselves ‘chairmen’,
though there was no mistaking their gender. I have done my
best to be scrupulous about the terms I use, although I draw a
grammatical line at using a plural pronoun when the subject
is a singular ‘everyone’ or ‘someone’; ‘someone’ is ‘he’ or
‘she’, never ‘they’.
When I talked to my pupils collectively, I always addressed
them as ‘Gentlemen’ or ‘Ladies’ or (collectively) as ‘Ladies
and Gentlemen’, perhaps especially when I thought they
didn’t deserve the courtesy of those titles. When I talk about
them, it still is as ‘boys and girls’. Some of them are ‘students’
already, as they will – one has to hope – all become if and
when they get to the university; but it is not a term I find easy
to apply to school-children.
‘Scholars’ I shall always be inclined to think of as (first)
those who are clever and fortunate enough to have won
scholarships and (secondly) those who have studied subjects
long and hard, and know more than most what they are talking
or writing about. ‘Learners’ I regard as condescension, though
I suppose it means much the same as ‘pupils’.
I worked in both single-sex and co-educational schools.
Sometimes, when I talk about ‘boys’, it is because the school
I am referring to had boy-pupils only; sometimes it is because
I am referring only to boys in a co-educational school. I have
had less to do with girls-only schools than with boys-only or
co-ed, but our daughter was in a girls-only secondary school
and I was for many years first a governor of Benenden School
(for girls), and then founding member of its advisory board
(chairman and, I add proudly, by my own design the token
male). I was also a governor of Farlington School (for girls
only) for five or six years, and chairman for four.
I tend to use the word ‘teaching’ to apply to what happens
in the classroom, laboratory or workshop, not least because
I want to hang on to a concept of all-round involvement
and commitment in schools, way beyond the statutory hours
required – and therefore cherish the title ‘schoolmaster’
above all others. ‘Schoolmistress’ should have an equal
force, although, given the nature of our culture, the all-round
schoolmistress is a species even harder to find than the allround schoolmaster. Though it seems long-winded, I shall use

the term ‘schoolmasters and schoolmistresses’ rather than just
‘teachers’.
‘Professional’ should be an accolade, applying to someone
who works until his or her desk is clear, without paying too
much attention to the clock. If the desk is clear by three
o’clock on Wednesday, he can get away to play a round of
golf; if the desk isn’t clear at six o’clock on Friday, she works
until it is – or takes the work home, or resolves to come in on
Saturday morning. Payment for overtime makes the work into
a job; not worrying too much about the pay helps make the
work into a profession.
***

The road to Hong Kong
Having been housemaster of the International Centre at
Sevenoaks from 1968 to 1973, I was director of Sixth
Form Studies at a comprehensive school in Cleethorpes
when I applied for the Principalship of Island School, Hong
Kong. The interviews were held in London, and the short
list consisted of three men who were already Heads of
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comprehensive schools, one who was the deputy head of a big
comp in London, and me.
Unusually for those times, the first day was to be a groupinterview, where all five of us were to meet for a discussion
with the two interviewers: the Revd Geoffrey Speak, formerly
Principal of the celebrated Anglo-Chinese school in Hong
Kong, St Paul’s College, first Principal of Island School, and
now secretary of the English Schools Foundation in Hong
Kong; and a senior civil servant, Seamus Rainbird.
The deputy head (a nice man who did in fact end up running
an international school) rather handicapped himself in this

competition by arriving late, even though he had less distance
to travel than anyone else. However, I seemed so much junior
to the other three – in terms of age as well as experience – I
thought it unlikely I would get anywhere. I decided that, for
the time being, I would sit back to let everyone else do the
talking; it was clear the three senior men quite agreed mine
was a right decision, since my occasional comments were
treated by them as irrelevant.
Yet the more I heard about the school, the more interesting
it seemed; and the more I heard from the experienced Heads,
the less impressive they seemed. One of them, in particular –

Wellington School pupils’ Ten Tors triumph
Two teams from Wellington School took part in the gruelling Ten Tors event on Dartmoor in May. The team taking
part in the 45 miles challenge romped in first after a strenuous walk and an overnight camp. As a result of excellent
preparation and a lot of hard work, sixth formers, Luke Fieldhouse, George Mallinson, Tom Hollingsworth, Ben
Johnson, Flynn Simpson and Ben Howe finished first, crossing the line at 9.26 in the morning. The boys were roared
over the finish line by the watching supporters.
The 35-mile team of Jamie Owsianka, Benjie Pepperell, Tim Kilbey, Harry Nuttall-Owen, Alex Richardson-Jones
and Greg Harris also put in a strong performance, completing their course at 9.51 on Sunday morning.
The event, which is run by the Army assisted by the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force, is in its 56th year. More
than 2400 teenagers, aged between 14 and 19, representing 400 teams, hiked distances of up to 55 miles (89 km) and
visited ten nominated Tors. Camping overnight, the teams complete the challenge without adult guidance.
In 2013, the challenge saw its most significant overhaul in 30 years as the organisers sought to improve safety and
reduce the number of river crossings.
Ten Tors 35 mile team.
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clearly someone used to protracted silence while he finished
saying what he had to say – was pompous and platitudinous.
Finally, after I had caught half a glance pass between the
interviewers, after the p & p Head thought he had completed
a discussion by saying, “What I always say is that (long pause)
a comprehensive school is (long pause) nothing if it is not
(long pause) a community”, I decided that, on the second day
of the interviews – these conducted individually – I might try
to make a sprint from the back of the field, which is clearly
where I had positioned myself.
I can’t remember much of the detail of the second interview,
but I do remember being asked why I had said so little on the
first day. Was I actually interested in the job? Yes, I was. I
hadn’t however thought the discussion revealed much. The
platitudes had rolled out, and weren’t really useful in thinking
about what schools were for.
The interviewers brightened, and the tone lightened. Quite
soon I was asked what I thought of the other candidates –
not a question one is usually asked in interview. I answered
honestly: the man who was a deputy head already had done
for himself by arriving late, and the other three seemed
to me either hidebound by conventional attitudes or even
platitudinous. The interviewers sat back in their chairs, and
we began to talk about the kind of things we should have
discussed the day before.
At some stage, I remember being asked – by the clergyman
– if I minded a question about my own religious views. I did
not, and explained that, typically for the son and grandson –
indeed, great grandson too – of clergymen, I veered wildly
between desperate atheism and religious observance. He
said he knew exactly what I meant, and shared – even as a
clergyman – the complexity of my attitudes. We also managed
to talk more about Island School and the population it served,
what kind of staff it managed to attract, the major problems it
faced, and plans for its future.
The upshot of the second day was that, back in Cleethorpes,
I had a telephone call saying I was going to be offered the

job from January 1978. I didn’t accept there and then, which
would be my usual habit; could I please wait for the actual
offer to arrive? I needed to talk to my wife and children.
A complication was that, shortly before this, I had been
called to London for an interview to be one of Her Majesty’s
Inspectors of Schools. Friendly HMIs I had talked to told me
that, once you had got as far as interview, you were seldom
turned down; but I was by no means sure I wanted to be an
HMI, attractive though the position seemed. Did I really want
to be sent where I was required, rather than have the power to
choose? While I admired the work HMI did, I didn’t think the
anonymity required of the prose-style of their reports would
suit me. Was I really by nature an ‘inspector’? Wasn’t I rather
an ‘activist’, a doer? Shouldn’t I be better running an actual
school, rather than inspecting lots of schools?
In the event, I made such nonsense of the interview the
decision was taken for me. Sheila Browne, formidable Chief
Inspector, snapped at me, “What do you think about the
education of women?” I knew the fact I had taught fewer
girls than boys was a weakness in my CV but I knew, too, I
thought the education of girls should be exactly the same as
the education of boys. Unfortunately, what I said in flustered
reply to what seemed essentially an adversarial question
was, “I don’t think much of the education of women”. My
interrogator closed down, and my attempts to explain what I
meant sounded merely feeble.
Still, I had said I would accept a post as an HMI if I were
offered it. A telephone call to the HMI office elicited clear
advice: if I had been offered a job elsewhere I should accept
it. Although the failure rankled, I knew it was a good decision,
for the Inspectorate and for me: I would have been a hopeless
inspector.
And so to Island School, Hong Kong.
C J (Jonty) Driver retired as Master of Wellington College
in 2000 and is a full-time writer who has published
five novels and seven collections of poems.

Directing the undirectable?
Graeme May describes the job of the director of studies
Every school has a director of studies (DoS) by one name or
another and very often they’ve risen from being a successful
head of department (HoD) with a passionate enthusiasm for
their particular subject. That energy is probably what won
them the promotion, but how do they convert that into a much
broader vision across all subjects and how do they convince
their new team of spirited and feisty HoDs to take them
seriously?
I could never claim to have the complete answer to those
questions, but nearly ten years in the job has shown me some
of the things that have worked, as well as pathways that
haven’t. Here are six of the best, as it were.

Humility and curiosity
When you arrive in post, you need to recognise that there’s a
huge amount you don’t know. For example, I’d barely set foot

in a science lab since I’d been at school myself, and had little
sense of how a science lesson might work. So the first thing I
did was to see every teacher in the school teach.
I deliberately wasn’t conducting formal written observations,
but I was showing a genuine interest in each area and, as I
toured the school, I met with each HoD to hear them speak
about their subjects, their resources and their teams. I have
no doubt that this was crucial in that first year in establishing
myself as someone willing to listen and learn, and who didn’t
feel he knew all the answers already. I learnt a lot.

Team building
Leadership isn’t about handing down ex-cathedra decisions
and expecting people to endorse them, and certainly any
proposal for change needs to have teamwork at its centre. That
doesn’t mean not giving a lead, but it does mean consulting
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get tough, as they always do with change, you need to be able
to refer to the vision and its underpinning values.
The purpose of a change should be expressible in just a
few sentences. I’ve found producing Q&A documents to
accompany change documents very helpful in setting out a
rationale and teasing out the detail, showing that the subject
has been considered from a number of angles.

Decisions
Part of the DoS role is simply making the decisions when they
need to be made. Scary at first, but often people are simply
looking for a decision and they’re coming to you because
there is no obvious right decision. So, be brave, and take the
plunge. I was amazed how pleased people were just to have
had someone else make the call. And, of course, it gets easier
with time and experience. If in doubt, go back to your core
values. Focusing on the question ‘what is best for the pupils?’
is not a bad place to start.

You can’t win them all
This was one of the hardest things for me when I started.
Dealing with a whole staffroom means that you’re unlikely
to be able to get everyone totally on board and even when
dealing with the smaller group of HoDs, complete unanimity
is unlikely.
I remember being frustrated by not being able to persuade
every last person of the validity of a new proposal. The answer
in the end is just to relax and not to expect it. No change can
be made, not successfully anyway, without a broad consensus
(see item 2, Team building), but every common room and
many HoDs’ bodies have their individualists who resist
change, almost on principle, and maintain a de facto suspicion
of ‘management’. Don’t sweat it. If your decisions are valuesbased, then you’ll be all right.

Purpose, autonomy and mastery

Graeme May.
over proposals and shaping them until they have achieved a
good deal of consensus.
In my time at Abingdon, change in my area has ranged from
the relatively small (eg revamping the reporting system) to
the major task of completely reforming the curriculum. None
of these changes has been attempted without first building a
team to shape it. The latter one I mention involved changing
the length of lessons, the shape of our days and the structure
of the week and it took over two years to do.
Sometimes this feels frustrating – you have a vision for what
should happen, so why not get there quickly? However, the
‘slow build’ approach, using a small team at first to shape your
initial idea, moving onto larger groups, is guaranteed to result
in fast and successful implementation when you’re ready to
launch. The opposite approach, ‘fast build/immediate launch’,
tends to lead to bumpy and often failed implementation.

Vision
Although you will use others to shape and champion your
ideas, the vision needs to come from you and it needs to be
a consistent thread running through everything you propose.
Thus your leadership needs to be values-driven. When things

These are the three great motivating factors. All teachers have an
in-built sense of purpose because teaching is a genuine vocation
and a terrific thing to do with your working life. But they may
need reminding of this in the dark days of a long autumn term:
sometimes leadership is just standing and pointing in the right
direction, encouraging people along the way.
As for autonomy, both as teachers and as HoDs, we like to
feel we have a significant degree of control over our journeys.
The role of the DoS is to determine the academic destination,
but HoDs need the freedom to chart their own particular
courses to that target. Suppressing creativity and individuality
for the short-term gain of uniformity can easily backfire.
Third, mastery. HoDs want to feel that they’re getting
better at leadership, just as teachers want to feel that their
teaching is ever improving. Don’t then neglect your role as
coach and mentor. Counter-intuitive as it may seem, I feel
that a marker of success in my role is to see an ambitious HoD
gaining a promotion to another school. Sad for me to lose that
HoD from my team, but fantastic for our profession to have
someone with proper, developed leadership skills moving into
a senior team somewhere else.
Graeme May is deputy head academic at Abingdon School.
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Channelling
your inner
cheerleader

Helen
Fraser.

Helen Fraser, outgoing chief
executive of the Girls’ Day School
Trust (GDST), reflects on what’s
changed – and what hasn’t – in her
years at the helm
Someone asked me recently whether it felt like a long time
ago that I joined the GDST – it was at the start of 2010 – or
if those six-and-a-half years had gone by in a flash. Most of
the time it feels like the latter, but occasionally I look back to
the start of 2010 and think to myself, ‘what a different world
it was!’
We still had a Labour government: I had coffee with a
very young-seeming Michael Gove, then in Opposition, in
the cafeteria of Portcullis House. Linear A levels, new GCSE
qualifications, and the end of grade inflation, some of the
things that have had a huge impact on our schools, were no
more than a twinkle in Mr Gove’s eye. And certainly, back
then, it would have been hard to imagine the whole nation
facing up to the challenges of a referendum vote to leave the
EU. So, a different world in many ways, but one thing that
hasn’t really changed in those six-and-a-half years has been
the position of women.

The world is designed for men
I read an extraordinary piece in The Week earlier this year
which said that, if you count the extras in a crowd scene in
any film, you will find that the proportion of women never
exceeds 17%. I have talked quite a lot over the years about
the ‘20% barrier’, the fact that at the top of most professions
– medicine, law, academia, the police, politics – there seems
to be almost a quota for women: 20% of consultant doctors,
of judges, of university professors, of police chief constables.
Our MPs have now surged past that – to an amazing 29%!
But why is it that despite the Equal Pay Act being passed over
40 years ago, women are still unequal at work and are paid
significantly less than men?
And there are even stranger pieces of evidence about the
way in which, in so many ways, the 21st century we live
in is still a man’s world. For instance, a 12-year-old named
Madeline Messer recently analysed 50 popular iPhone games
and found that 98% came with built-in boy characters, and
only 46% with girls. And in 90% of the games the boy
characters came free, which was only true for 15% of the
female characters. Madeline said “these biases affect young
girls like me… I prefer being a girl in these games. I do not
want to pay to be a girl.”1
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Another example of bias in the digital world is the lack of
powerful role models in female emojis. Research by Procter
& Gamble suggested that 82% of girls aged 16-24 use emojis
every day, but there is a real dearth of women actually doing
something. Instead there are only stereotypes – a flamenco
dancer, a bride, a princess, ballet dancers and playboy bunnies
– while male emojis include active role models like police
officers and builders, runners and swimmers.2
These examples are annoying, but they probably won’t
actually kill you, unlike bias in the design of cars. A designer
named Kat Ely has written about how, because crash test
dummies are designed to mimic average male bodies, women
3
are 47% more likely to be seriously injured in a car crash.
Unsurprisingly, one of the aspects of our world that is
designed around women is the kitchen. Jane Drew, an
architect and Croydon High School (GDST) alumna, won the
contract to design kitchens for housing developed to replace
homes bombed during World War Two. Her research included
gathering statistics on the height of post-war British women to
establish a new standard height for cookers.

Practically perfect in every way
One of the questions I’ve been asking myself, as I approach
the end of my time as chief executive of the GDST, is, has my
experience here radicalised me? Have I become even more of
a feminist as I have worked in an organisation dedicated to
educating girls who aspire to the heights, running schools of
the kind that the actor Tom Hanks describes in his foreword
to a book by the founder of the Archer School in Los Angeles.
‘From the perspective of a father… a single sex all girls’
school may not be for every young woman. Just those who
want to one day rule our city-state and the world’.4 And I
think the answer is yes – working at the GDST has radicalised
me.
It has made me think harder about the 21st century pressures
on girls to be perfect – perfectly beautiful, with a perfect row
of A*s, perfectly good at sport and music and friendship; at
the pressures on young women in their 20s, who, as they start
to build a career, form a relationship and find a place to live,
are told that they need to start having children fast, or their
fertility will be gone; at the continuing difficulty women in
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the workplace face in moving up to really senior positions; at
the ongoing challenges of being a working mother; and at the
tiny number of female CEOs of FTSE 100 companies.
One psychologist has said that women tend to feel confident
only when they feel perfect – or ‘practically perfect in every
way’, like Mary Poppins. And who, ever, feels perfect?
I’ve had to reflect endlessly and hard – in fact I feel as if this
is the issue I have worried away at for the past six years – as
to why it is that the girls we educate, girls who seem to us so
poised, so confident, so articulate, so high-achieving, are not
moving as smoothly up the work and life escalator to career
success as their male counterparts. Is it something intrinsic to
all girls and the way they are, or is it something embedded in
our culture and organisations that needs to change?
Carol Dweck, the American psychologist, said ‘If life were
one long grade school, women would be the undisputed rulers
of the world’. What is it, as they step over the fragile bridge
from education to employment, that militates against girls
succeeding? As Dweck says ‘they leave school crammed full
of interesting historical facts and elegant foreign language
subjunctives proud of their ability to study hard and get the
best grades, and determined to please. But somewhere between
the classroom and the office cubicle, the rules change and they
don’t realise it. They slam into a work world that doesn’t
reward them for perfect spelling and exquisite manners.’
So what have I learnt, over the past six years, about what
we as educators can do to make that transition easier for girls,
to arm them for that corporate and career world, and to enable
them, as Mr Hanks says, eventually to get to rule? How can
we build the confidence that will enable them to manage the
white water rafting of modern careers?
In my view, being at a girls-only school really helps. It’s
the way in which we coax girls away from ‘perfect good girl
behaviours’, enabling them to take risks in the classroom
with their thinking, on the sports field, helping them to stand
out and be heard, to find their voices. Tara Christie Kinsey,
former Associate Dean of Princeton, who spoke at a recent
Global Forum on girls’ education in New York, attended
by a number of GDST heads, said that she noticed that the
confidence of women students in her college dropped steadily
over the four years they attended – with only two exceptions:
students who had attended girls’ only schools, and those who
played on sports teams.
We talk a lot about our four Cs at the GDST – confidence,
courage, commitment and composure. We also do our very
best to build resilient girls, who can confront setbacks and
have ‘bouncebackability’ or buoyancy, to use the newest term.
We have schools like Wimbledon High School, which has run
a ‘fail better week’; Oxford High School with its ‘goodbye to
Little Miss Perfect’; and Brighton & Hove High School with
their ‘grit week’, where famously the girls had to put seven
slightly scary activities in order of preference – and were then
told to get on with number seven. My colleague Dr Kevin
Stannard, the GDST’s Director of Innovation & Learning, and
I have courted controversy by talking about the importance of
girls being more ‘disruptive’ in the classroom.
I’m sure you will start to see that there is a theme here. We
want our schools to take girls away from being quiet, neat,
‘good girls’ to becoming adventurous risk takers who don’t
allow their inner critic to silence their voices. We need to
persuade girls to challenge this inner critic that judges you,

tells you you’re not good enough, that your ideas aren’t worth
hearing. We know that too many girls and women, especially
in a situation they find slightly intimidating, a university
interview for example, or being the only woman sitting on a
board, allow their inner critic to prevent them from speaking
up or speaking out.
This silencing of girls’ and women’s voices leads to a sort
of self-censorship. If you don’t have confidence in your own
abilities, you can talk yourself out of expressing an opinion
before you even open your mouth. And if the female half of
the population are routinely censoring themselves, their great
ideas aren’t getting aired and implemented and the world is a
poorer place.
When I first started making mental links between what
happens inside schools and what happens to young women in
the workplace, the first thing that I talked about was the need
for young women to speak out at work, to be heard, to claim
their successes, not just to sit quietly doing brilliant work and
hoping someone might notice.
I believe our schools do a fantastic job of enabling girls to
find their voice. You only have to hear a Year 6 girl giving
a presentation at a leadership day, or a sixth former pitching
for a head girl position, or the dazzling presentations given
by Year 10 girls at the Crystall Prize, an annual GDST public
speaking competition, to realise that these are girls who
haven’t allowed their inner critic to say “don’t do it – you
aren’t good enough”. Our girls, I believe, learn to challenge
that inner critic with their inner cheerleader, and this means,
throughout their lives, they can do, achieve, and enjoy more.
That confidence is so crucial for our girls – at school, at
university, in the workplace. They will be moving into a
VUCA world – a world of volatility, uncertainty, complexity
and ambiguity – and I believe that what we are doing, from the
age of four to the age of 18, is building truly amazing women,
women with an inner intellectual confidence, prepared to
express an opinion, ready to tackle everything that university
and beyond can throw at them.
I want every girl to leave our schools not just with a clutch
of stellar exam results, if that is what they need, but more
importantly to leave knowing that they have had a fantastic
education, and that they have within themselves the courage,
confidence, composure and commitment to be their own inner
– and outer – cheerleaders.
Helen Fraser CBE was managing director of Penguin UK
before becoming chief executive of the Girls’ Day School
Trust in 2010.
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Fresh food
from scratch

James Tanner

Consultant Chef - Independents by Sodexo

Fresh food from scratch is as important to us now as it always has been. It’s the way we
do things at Independents by Sodexo. Seasonality, provenance and freshness are everyday
words for us.
Students’ health, wellbeing and satisfaction is at the root of everything we do. We deliver
fresh food you will be proud of; food that will make your students smile. To ensure great
quality we send our chefs to learn from the best; to develop and enhance their cooking
skills.
We have more than 50 years’ experience catering for the UK’s leading independent schools,
so you can trust us to provide you, our clients, with a fantastic service offer that is everevolving, keeps up with new trends and helps feed the minds of your students.
For more information please visit www.independentsbysodexo.com, call Candice Finn
on 07776 226074 or visit us on our stand at the upcoming HMC Conference.

Outdoors

Scholarships for Skills for Life
Sally Ryder Taylor describes a new Outward Bound Trust initiative
The Outward Bound Trust has been helping young people
unlock their full potential while gaining new skills, confidence
and resilience for 75 years. To celebrate this anniversary, the
Trust is offering 100 scholarships for their Skills for Life
Award in summer 2017.
Originally founded after the First World War to help merchant
seamen improve their seafaring skills, the educational charity
has gone from strength to strength in the intervening years.
Now a household name in experiential outdoor residential
courses, the Trust offers a variety of courses from their five
centres in beautiful wilderness settings, in Scotland, Wales
and the Lake District.
Young people participating in the Trust’s challenging
outdoor learning programmes come away equipped with
a range of valuable skills that prepare them for education,
work and life in general. Ongoing evaluation of these courses
shows that young participants are more effective in school,
college or the workplace afterwards. Not only do they gain in
confidence, communication skills and teamwork, but teachers
and parents also note improvements in attitudes and academic
attainment.

The Skills for Life Award
The Trust has recently developed a unique 19-day summer
course, geared to personal development for 15-19 year olds
and focusing particularly on the transition into adulthood,
whether that involves embarking on A levels, applying for
university or entering the world of work. In an ever more
competitive world, the Award seeks to help young people to
stand out amongst their peers.
As well as the Trust’s trademark outdoor adventure
challenges such as hiking, climbing, kayaking and overnight
camping expeditions, this course also focuses on individual
reflection, leading to a 12-month action plan of personal
goals that will help young people continue their progress after
they have achieved their award and completed the course.
Participants come away with a reference from their instructor
that is of great ‘added value’ in their adult life to come.
Highly skilled and experienced Outward Bound® instructors
guide the participants individually, through 1:1 personal
coaching sessions, as well as in team activities. Challenges
are designed to develop confidence, emotional intelligence,
leadership, communication and team-working skills. The skills
Pausing on the hike.
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are developed through socially and physically demanding
activities, including time in teams and time alone, where new
accomplishments can be tried and tested.

The Scholarship and how to apply
Thanks to the generosity of the Trust’s donors, 100 Skills
for Life Award Scholarship places are available for summer
courses in 2017. To be eligible for a Scholarship, students
must be a UK resident/ passport holder, aged between 15-19
years on the start date of the course and be able to raise the
remaining balance of the course fee.
Each Skills for Life Award Scholarship is worth up to £824
(50% of the total course fee). The total amount awarded to
each scholarship place is not based on financial circumstance.
Each application will be assessed on the individual’s appetite
for personal development through outdoor learning, based
on the strength of the answers provided on their application.
All applications are subject to standard terms and conditions
including medical screening and enrolment criteria.
Students can apply for a scholarship for 2017 and receive
more information by visiting: www.obtrustscholarships.org

Two case studies
When Outward Bound Trustee Dame Louise Makin came to
Alton Convent School last year to talk about the opportunities
that the Trust can offer young people, she so inspired student
Joanna Tomlinson that she then applied for a sponsored place
on a Skills for Life Award course.
Jo’s parents wanted her to have the sort of Outward Bound
experience that didn’t involve phones and new technology
and were pleasantly surprised that Jo genuinely didn’t miss
using social media during the course. She found that she loved
the hiking and orienteering in particular and she met such a
diverse group of people that it really helped her appreciate
how different others’ lives were from her own. Importantly,
the course instilled team spirit and helped Jo become less
judgmental of others.

Kay Tomlinson, Jo’s mother comments: “Jo likes to try new
experiences and this gave her the chance to really go off the
beaten track and try to see how brave she could be.” Jo came
away with an increased ability to stand up for herself and
with greater competence and confidence in her ability to try
new things. Jo herself says: “I think everyone should do this,
especially if they are uncertain about it. At the end you feel
so positive that you’ve managed to do things you wouldn’t
normally do!”
Emily Reed, a pupil at The Queen’s School in Chester,
did her Skills for Life Award last summer, aged 15. Gaining
a sponsored place on the course at the Trust’s Aberdovey
Centre in Wales, Emily didn’t really know what to expect but
she wanted to become more confident with being out of her
comfort zone. Viv Reed, Emily’s mother explains: “We were
hoping that by doing the award she might find an increased
awareness of her abilities and be able to conquer any fears she
might have, including her fear of heights.”
In addition to knowing that the award will help her stand
out on her university application form, Emily explains that the
course helped her to develop her leadership skills, gave her a
better understanding of the importance of team work and she
has become more resilient.
Emily describes what the impact has been for her by doing
the course. “Before I did the Skills for Life Award I was very
anxious to be pushed out of my comfort zone, and struggled
to handle working under pressure. After completing the course
last summer I am more open to challenges and am better
at remaining calm and dealing with stressful and pressured
situations. I also had a fear of heights, but thanks to the
amazing support of the instructors and the other members of
my team I was able to face this fear. Once I’d abseiled down
a cliff face I felt like I could achieve anything!”
Sally Ryder Taylor is
The Outward Bound Trust press officer.

Safe ashore.
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Why are parents
scared of social
media?

Simon Noakes.

Simon Noakes offers four reasons
The social media scene is always changing rapidly, and not
just amongst the younger generations. One moment a certain
platform is really popular, then it falls into obscurity, and
parents particularly have a challenging time trying to keep up
with all the digital shifts.
What is it that makes parents stay in one spot, resistant
to dive in and learn more while their children are bouncing
from platform to platform all around the web? Millennials
are making up their own rules, and we parents are being left
behind. Why don’t parents take the time to fully understand
social media? There are four reasons I hear about a lot, but are
these justifiable, or are they just excuses to avoid the inevitable
change that every generation needs to tackle head-on?

Scared of change
‘Media culture exaggerates this dynamic, magnifying
anxieties and reinforcing fears. For adults to hear the
voices of youth, they must let go of their nostalgia and
suspend their fears. This is not easy.’
(Danah Boyd, It’s Complicated:
The Social Lives of Networked Teens.)
Fear of change is a very normal human trait, shared by adults
and children. Change brings the possibility of things turning
out for the worse, and nobody wants worse, we all want better.
As a result we may become risk averse, unwilling to leave the
comfortable, routine status quo of our narrow mindsets. This
may be understandable, but it isn’t what our 13 year-old self
would do. Do you really want your own children to adopt fear
of change as their standard position? No!
Change isn’t all bad. We seemed to move on from the radio
to TV, from VHS to DVD to Blu-ray, from vinyl to CD to
MP3. Why can’t we move on from offline forums to online
social forums? Our children already have and many adults
have too. It’s time to open our minds, but this cannot be done
overnight. Change takes time: people need to be brought along
the journey; parents need to be educated too.
This is a shared responsibility with schools and one in
which schools need to take the lead. Sadly, most schools are
still doing nothing, paying lip service to ‘online safety’ talks
without tangibly getting under the hood of these channels that
consume our children’s lives. What is your school doing to
help bridge this gap in knowledge between your students and
their parents?

Parents do not have the time
Our lives feel increasingly 24/7, always turned-on, always
connected. Millennials are an on-demand generation. They
don’t expect to wait for anything, they have a short attention

span and are very visual. Parents have had to adjust to this
huge shift whilst managing their own already busy lives.
They will all have their own views, values and ideas when
it comes to raising their child – there is no magic formula. We
can learn much from past generations, but past generations
by themselves are not well equipped to advise on the new
generation. There is a tough distinction to be made between
being a parent and parenting and it’s one that every parent
needs to face.
Parenting involves preparing the child for the ‘real world’
that they will enter and lead. How can this be done, if parents
do not find time to understand what their children are using,
and why they use it? This is more about understanding human
behaviour than about technology. It doesn’t mean that every
parent needs to be on, and active in, every social media
channel their child is on – but they need to understand it.
There are only so many hours in the day, agreed, but if your
child was about to climb Everest, wouldn’t you find time to
understand the risks and the journey they are taking? Don’t
you also want to share in the stories and the experience? Why
is social media any different? Make time!

The platform does not make sense
‘Millennials don’t try to analyse how things are different
because of technology; they simply try to relate to a
public world in which technology is a given. Because
of their social position, what’s novel for teens is not the
technology but the public life that it enables.’
(Danah Boyd, op.cit.)
It seems that many parents struggle with adapting to the
new online environment. They didn’t grow up with the
same speed of evolving technology as we are experiencing
today. Technology growth is exponential and the doubling
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of computer processing speed every 18 months, known as
Moore’s Law, is making devices smaller and more powerful.
With new platforms popping up every day, the entire process
can become overwhelming and that leaves many parents
feeling hopeless in their effort to learn, adapt and succeed
with new social media platforms, let alone their smart devices.
‘Nostalgia gets in the way of understanding the
relation between teens and technology. Adults may
idealise their childhoods and forget the trials and
tribulations they faced. Most adults assume that their
own childhoods were better and richer, simpler and
safer, than the digitally mediated ones contemporary
youth experience. They associate the rise of digital
technology with decline – social, intellectual, and moral.’
(Danah Boyd op.cit.)

If your child is under the age of 12, they have never known a
world without Facebook. Do you bury your head, or overcome
the challenges and find time to understand them?

Parents are not interested
And then sometimes, parents just truly don’t care. For whatever
reason, the idea of social media doesn’t seem appealing. But
many parents watch YouTube, and have Facebook accounts.
Ask your children about Snapchat, Instagram, Pinterest,
Twitter, Periscope and Vine. Don’t project your own lack of
interest in emerging technology onto your children, or the gulf
will only widen as they grow up. Let’s face it, they will be the
ones running our world. Don’t let them develop bad habits, or
fall victim to privacy issues. Their digital legacy means much
more to them and you. Be interested!
‘Teens are struggling to make sense of who they are
and how they fit into society in an environment in which
contexts are networked and collapsed, audiences are
invisible, and anything they say or do can easily be
taken out of context. They are grappling with battles that
adults face, but they are doing so while under constant
surveillance and without a firm grasp of who they are. In
short, they’re navigating one heck of a cultural labyrinth.’
(Danah Boyd op.cit.)
The world has changed. The way we communicate, share,
learn, collaborate, consume, has all changed. Make your
school a place where parents as well as children are prepared
for the future.
Simon Noakes is CEO and founder of Interactive Schools.
Danah Boyd It’s complicated; The Social Lives of Networked
Teens. Yale University Press 2014 ISBN 978-0300166316

The virtual school gate
Judith Keeling explains how parents keep in touch
When my teenage son moved up to his senior school at the age
of 13, we suddenly found ourselves in a whole new world. The
new school was only a mile from his old prep school, but we
were now in the land of a semi-independent boy who travelled
by himself to school on the local bus instead of riding in the
back of Mum’s Taxi. Now, on the rare occasions I pick him
up from school, I have little idea who anyone is, teachers and
parents alike.
Chatting at the school gate and swapping information with
other parents has clearly become a thing of the past. The
sensation of being shut out of your child’s school world is
something most parents of teenagers experience – but there are
practical issues we all need to solve, too. How do you know
that the party he’s just told you about is really happening on
Saturday night? Who are the parents hosting the event – and
are they really happy for him to sleep over afterwards? And,
of course, will there be alcohol?

Finding answers to questions like these can be tricky – often
your child doesn’t have the phone number of the other family
(and is too embarrassed to ask for it). And schools themselves
usually do not provide a list of contact details for parents to
share because the current data protection laws make it too
complicated to compile one. But we parents want to keep in
touch with each other, if only to coordinate lifts to matches or
to track down lost blazers.
Who knows, we might even like to socialise with each other,
too (parents are allowed to have fun sometimes, you know).
In some schools, class reps still plough on with compiling
endless spreadsheets, but these can quickly become out of date
or inaccurate – it’s easy to misread a hastily-scrawled email
address on the back of a piece of paper.
But now a new ground-breaking free service has hit on a
pioneering solution to the problem of parent communications.
Classlist is a secure parent-to-parent communication platform
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that was first pioneered at the Dragon School in Oxford two
years ago. It is data protection registered and an approved
supplier to PTA UK, the national body for parent associations.
Now launched nationally, it has rapidly spread by word
of mouth to more than a hundred senior and prep schools in
Cambridge, Norfolk, London, Bristol and Surrey and operates
in both the independent and state sectors. These schools have
adopted Classlist because it offers a free and secure way to
outsource their communications problems – and they are
also mindful, no doubt, that parental engagement is now an
OFSTED metric.
Classlist was created as a virtual schoolgate by two busy Oxford
mothers who saw the need for a way of helping parents to contact
each other. “We just tried to create something that we felt that
we and other parents would find useful”, says Susan Burton,
creator and CEO of Classlist. Sophie Locket, chair of the PTA at
Caterham School in Surrey, is a parent who has certainly found
Classlist invaluable since the school adopted it last year. “With
the move up to senior school you simply don’t get to know so
many parents, even within a strong school community”, she says.
“Whilst you want your son or daughter to have good
friends and socialise, you are constantly worrying whether an
invitation is genuine, do the party holder’s parents actually
know about the party, will they be there and who else is going.
One of the benefits of having Classlist at Caterham is that it
brings a quick and direct way of checking out all of those
worries, so you can make good, informed decisions that back
up all you are trying to teach your child without clipping their
fledgling wings unnecessarily.”
Parents sign up to Classlist and can choose how much
information they share with other parents. They can also
edit or update their information at any time. This means that,
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unlike the excel spreadsheets drawn up by form reps, Classlist
need never be inaccurate or out of date.
“We used to have a paper-based directory of parents’ details
but that got out of date quickly and there were data protection
issues. Classlist is a much more sophisticated tool and in our
experience has helped parents link up. Our parents use it to
ask about lost property and to arrange Parents’ Association
events”, says Matthew Godfrey, deputy head at Caterham
School.
Parents can contact other parents in their class or year group
but no third parties have access to any parent data, including
the local businesses whose advertisements finance the site. Of
course, some schools already have parent portals, but these
offer limited functionality. Parents may need to copy and
paste email addresses from the parent portal in order to use
them and do not offer the flexibility of, for instance, sharing a
phone number but not a home address.
With Classlist parent members choose exactly what
information to share and can even be contacted via the
Classlist system. All group messages are copied to named
parent association representatives, who have moderation
rights and approve all parents to join Classlist.
Jane Jarrett, registrar at Reading Blue Coat School, which
recently adopted Classlist says, “We have traditionally given
new parents a one-off directory in Year 7, but people’s details
change. We are getting the feedback that parents want to be
able to contact each other with an up-to-date list. Some of
the parents have started using WhatsApp groups, but that
doesn’t work for us. Not everyone is on WhatsApp, and not
everyone likes it. We think Classlist is a better alternative for
the parents and the school.”
Some schools, particularly those with a dispersed catchment
area or in towns with bad traffic problems, have also been
attracted to Classlist by its unique lift share function. This
enables parents who register to get access to a map showing
other families who live nearby to share lifts or find a friend to
walk or cycle to school with.
“Classlist is far more than simply a super communication
tool for our parents at Christ Church Cathedral School – I
was particularly attracted to the innovative School Run option
on the site”, says Richard Murray, Head of Christ Church
Cathedral School in Oxford. “This enables parents to organise
lift shares with confidence. We are in a central location and
very concerned about traffic congestion.”
Another Classlist feature is an events function that takes
care of RSVPs, tickets and payments in a couple of clicks of
a button, making it popular with PTAs and form reps who no
longer have to hang around the playground to collect money
for teachers’ presents or sell raffle tickets.
In a world where teenagers have so much more freedom, but
where they are also in danger of encountering all sorts of risks
that their parents never did, parents do need to find reliable
ways of communicating. Inevitably, secure digital solutions
like Classlist are likely to be seen as highly-trusted pathways
for the future.
For further information please go to www.classlist.com
Judith Keeling is former assistant news editor of the
London Evening Standard and former features editor of
Marie Claire magazine. She is now a freelance writer and
editor and a mother of two children.
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Improving
recruitment in
education
Tony Brookes describes the benefits of online
recruitment systems
Recruitment can be a challenge in any sector, but particularly
so for those in the education sector seeking teaching or
support staff. Finding personnel who, as well as possessing
the appropriate qualifications and experience, also fit a
particular educational establishment’s culture and ethos can
be difficult.
Furthermore, as well as the more general rules governing
recruitment, the education sector has specific compliance
requirements. This is one of several factors in the increasing
popularity of online recruitment systems that help to streamline
the recruitment process for both candidate and recruiter, while
ensuring that schools comply with relevant legislation as well
as their own internal reporting requirements.
A good online recruitment system offers schools the ability
to automate and centralise the hiring process. This saves time
as well as money, allowing them to recruit and retain top
talent, increasing the quality of hire while reducing reliance on
recruitment agencies. It improves the experience of candidates
and, at the same time, builds the organisation’s brand as well
as aligning recruitment activity with key goals and priorities,
all while offering a low cost of ownership and a measurable
return on investment – also known as ‘good value for money’!
Policies such as the requirement for diversity and gender
equality can be enforced by configuring the system to strip
out inappropriate information prior to short-listing, whereas
removing this kind of information manually before a recruiter
sees it can be time-consuming and inaccurate.
Some systems also provide features such as a checklist
module so that recruiters can score against specific criteria
to ensure hires are made with no bias, and all notes regarding
candidates are made online, and so easily retrieved at a later
date. The best of these systems can speed up the process
considerably, and also make time-consuming administration
tasks such as the completion of year-end forms on the
gender and ethnicity of candidates who have applied, been
interviewed, or recruited, very much faster and more accurate.
Those responsible for educational recruitment particularly
like the automation that the systems provide which include:
the ability to post vacancies automatically to a large number
of appropriate job boards, eliminating the need for expensive
advertising; provision of online application forms and online
short-listing; automatic communication with candidates (for
example the acknowledgement of receipt of application
forms); the option of video interviewing; ‘onboarding’
where employment contracts are generated automatically and
everyone in the organisation is advised automatically that a
new recruit will be joining; communicating via SMS as well

Tony
Brookes.
as email; the building of a ‘talent pool’ for candidates who
may be suitable for future roles; and automatic background
and criminal records checking.
Loughborough Endowed Schools (LES) is one educational
organisation that has benefited from using an online
recruitment system. LES is a charitable foundation consisting
of four independent schools with more than 2000 students and
it employs 600 staff in both teaching and non-teaching roles,
with a mix of full and part-time posts.
Richard Smeeton, IT director at Loughborough Endowed
Schools, took the lead to implement an online recruitment
system to help manage the volume of applications and
address the high cost of press advertising and recruitment
fees. Vacancy Filler was selected and has proved particularly
effective in recruiting IT and professional posts, saving a
considerable amount of time for the hiring managers whilst
enhancing the candidate experience.
Managers found the selection of the right candidates
was made much easier by Vacancy Filler. Applicant
communications are integrated into the short-listing, testing
and interviewing processes and expired vacancies are removed
automatically. Prior to deploying the Vacancy Filler software,
all recruitment was paper-based.
Some posts, by their nature, tend to have a fairly high
turnover, particularly casual staff positions. As a prestigious
employer, LES often received a high volume of applications,
and this combination often generated a great deal of paperwork
for the human resources team. Using the integrated job board
service has significantly increased the number of applicants
for professional roles, providing listings to multiple job
boards for the same fee previously paid just for one.
Vacancy Filler provides access to 20 general job boards and
ten sector specific ones with its integrated service. In addition
to reducing recruitment agency costs, this has meant that the
number of high-calibre applicants has increased.
Financial projections and a business case prepared in the
early stages of planning for the system indicated payback was
achievable within 12 months. This was delivered even though
print advertising was maintained for senior roles. Teaching
posts continue to be advertised nationally, but local press
advertising and job board expenditure is significantly reduced.
Agency costs have also fallen sharply with at least one finder’s
fee avoided. Maintaining such savings could not only pay for
the system, but deliver ongoing and sustainable reductions to
recruitment costs overall.
Other savings achieved include reductions in conventional
advertising costs, postage, printing and stationery, whilst
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being able to organise the selection and scheduling of
candidates electronically is a great time saver. Better impact
is being achieved in terms of response rates when advertising
roles with the job board service, and the average number of
applications per role has almost doubled.
Excluding the cost of staff time and postage, the average
cost of recruitment activities per applicant has fallen from
£100 under the manual system to just £34 since using the
Vacancy Filler system. The ability to automate responses
and to electronically organise the selection and scheduling of
candidates for interview is also saving some 20-30 minutes
time per applicant, per post, according to Richard.
Because Vacancy Filler is a cloud service, the cost of
on-premises equipment is completely avoided. Increased
productivity and organisational effectiveness is evident, whilst
the ability to undertake online screening has improved shortlisting efficiency. Having an online system is particularly

beneficial in managing large volumes of applicants, and it has
also been much easier to re-advertise posts when necessary.
Other benefits include enhancement of the Foundation’s
reputation and a positive feedback from candidates about their
recruitment experience.
While providing a high level of automation, the best of these
systems are easy to use and allow a high degree of flexibility
– for example application forms may need to be tailored
to the type of candidate required, and organisations often
require other customisation. With most schools and colleges
finding it challenging to recruit and retain the best, in a sector
which has a number of legislative and administrative issues to
contend with, using technology to improve the process is seen
increasingly as not merely an option but as a real necessity.
Tony Brookes is the sales director of
Vacancy Filler Recruitment Software.

Tickets please
Joan Lind makes the case for online
booking for school events
As parents at an independent school in Sydney, we were very
impressed with how easy they made it for parents to confirm
attendance or book tickets for school events such as parent/
teacher meetings, concerts or fundraisers. Our eldest son’s
school put on an annual drama or musical extravaganza and,
because of the size of the school venue, two performances
were held daily, over three days. They used a simple, flexible
and empowering online booking system, which was easy
for parents to access and equally helpful for the school staff
managing the event. If we thought we might be running late,
we could reserve aisle seats in the back row or, if our son had
a lead role, we could easily book seats near the front.
Parents were given a time from the school (usually midevening) when tickets went on sale online, so you never
missed out. I made my bookings from the comfort of our
home office in the evening and that was that. Importantly for
the school, they knew well in advance who was attending,
without the need to create and distribute forms to be filled in.
This avoided late returns or, worse still, no response by people
who then turned up on the night, and also avoided a string of
emails backwards and forwards making and acknowledging
reservations. This spread of options gave the large cohort of
working parents, who had to travel a distance to the school
from home or office, every chance to arrange for the whole
family to attend. This was especially convenient for younger or
older siblings who weren’t of school age or at the same school.
With this experience, on our return to England in 2013,
we approached the people in Melbourne who ran this
clever online solution, and a few months later we launched
Trybooking in the UK in 2014. With more and more aspects
of school administration becoming computerised, it seems
only sensible to take the digital route when organising school
events. The benefits are numerous.
If the event involves payment, a whole other world of work
and pain comes with the business of collecting cheques and

Joan Lind.
keeping balances; dealing with cash, securing it and banking
it; and finally, worst of all, chasing late payers of whom
there are always at least a couple. With banking the way it
is, paying in cash is tedious and time-consuming and cheques
look as though they are on the way out. Time to say hello to
online events booking.
Created specifically to meet the needs of schools and
colleges, this provides a pleasant, logical, cost-effective
method for parents to book tickets or register for any size of
gathering. They can organize themselves and their children
for a performance or other school event at any time of the
day or night, at home, from the office or even from the car
or airport. And once they’ve booked they get automatic
immediate email confirmation.
Most schools regularly put on free events, but organizing
them takes time and is always predictably unpredictable.
How many times have parents stood in the aisles at a year
group’s first public performance? How many times has the
catering far exceeded the number of guests? Many schools
face a particularly challenging administrative experience at
the end of the Autumn Term. Christmas performances are
often the first occasion when pupils perform in public, having
just started school or taken up a new instrument in September.
Parents want to be there and want to be sure they have a seat
with a view. How many schools have a clear idea in advance
of the number of parents, relatives or friends who need
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wheelchair access and a place where they can comfortably see
what’s going on?
One school found their intimate theatre was always packed
to the rafters at Christmas, and it became clear that it would
be a good idea to put on two performances. Because they
were using online booking to confirm attendees, they soon
found out that the second day was the more popular. The
system told them when one section or day was sold out, so
they could easily fill up another area and day with bookings.
It also offered a seating plan so that parents could choose their
preferred location, and this included disabled or wheelchair
access seats to allow for less mobile guests. Finally they set
up a live viewing in one theatre and a streamed viewing in
another. The result was no more parents standing in the aisles
or at the back. Everyone had their allocated seat, so they could
just turn up, take their place and enjoy the performance.
Stage performances and concerts are major events at every
school. The Director of Music at Sedbergh, for instance,
is an enthusiastic convert. Whilst he is frantically trying to
rehearse and organize an orchestral programme, the ticket
sales are happening quietly and efficiently in the background,
which has taken a great weight off his mind. Not only does
Trybooking improve ticket sales and, therefore, the cash flow,
it also means that ticket funds can be paid into the school’s
bank account immediately.
Alumni, Development and Admissions teams take on a huge
amount of work often with limited resources. The whole future

HERE&THERE

of the school is in their hands and things must go smoothly. At
Merchant Taylors’ School in Liverpool, they have been using
Trybooking widely across the school with excellent results.
The system saves a great deal of time in administration, which
frees up the members of the departments to do the work which
needs the personal touch.
It also helps with events such as Open Days, when it is never
clear just how many people may be expected, by capturing
information without endless form filling and collating. Setting
up for an event, be it small or large, free or ticketed, is simple
and can be live within a school community in fifteen minutes.
For instance, with the rise of concerns about children’s safety
online, E-safety talks are very common, and in one school the
email to parents giving them the details of the talk had 121
positive replies within the first 24 hours. They had made it
easy for parents, hence the immediate response.
Online booking and registration systems have come a
long way and the easiest ones are those that operate in
that intangible, tangible space The Cloud. Easy to access
web based systems, not software solutions that have to be
integrated into other school systems, offer a proper ‘pay as
you use’ system. Thus if your event is ticketed, there is a very
small flat fee applicable to each ticket, but if your event is
free, it is free to use all aspects of Trybooking.
Joan Lind is the MD of Trybooking in the UK. Trybooking
is a member of The Institute of Fundraising and the Institute
of Development Professionals in Education (IDPE).

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

Oundle Chronicle scoops
the awards
The Oundle Chronicle attended the Shine Media Awards
at Stationers’ Hall on Tuesday, 21st June, and left with
no fewer than seven awards.
The Awards were presented by Dr Simon Heffer,
senior columnist at the Daily and Sunday Telegraph and
Louise Court, director of editorial strategy and content
for Hearst Magazines UK.
The judges said: ‘Best Newspaper in 2016 was
deservedly won by Oundle School for the Oundle
Chronicle. Winning other categories such as Business
Strategy, Community Initiative, Best Cover and Best
Feature article, Oundle’s entry scooped awards across
Oundle Chronicle sweeps the board.
the board. The almost professional appearance of this
newspaper continues to shine amongst the top echelons of the competition.’
Editor Thomas Lambton’s achievements in the field of journalism were demonstrated by his award for Best
Feature Article, for an article he wrote about a local resident who went to Syria to fight against ISIS. The judges
remarked that Thomas’s article was ‘beautifully written and crafted; this is reporting at its best. This is an example
of clever storytelling which underpins all good journalism’.
The Shine competition offers pupils an opportunity to work together to produce a school magazine, newspaper,
newsletter, digital edition or website. The Shine project is supported by the Stationers’ Charitable Foundation and
has many high profile sponsors such as the Copyright Licensing Authority, Hearst Corporation, The Printing Charity,
The Telegraph, Google, Getty Images and many more.
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The best of
both worlds:
A portrait of
Bolton School
Stephanie North joins in the celebration of
Lord Leverhulme’s legacy
One expects a commemorative book to be celebratory, and
this book is just that. Bolton School has much to celebrate
and this latest example of the beautiful work of Third
Millennium Publishing has been produced to commemorate
100 years since the Bolton School Foundation was set up in
1915, endowed by Lord Leverhulme; and to celebrate this
remarkable school’s enduring commitment to his founding
ethos of equality of opportunity for all.
Enthusiasm for the school shines from all the contributors,
spanning the decades and, even though I should declare an
interest as an Old Girl, the book will be of interest to people
not lucky enough to have gone to school there, charting as it
does the impressive consequences for a school of generous
endowment, educational vision and pride in its legacy.
The Foundation marked the coming together of two rather
unremarkable schools, Bolton Grammar School for Boys and
Bolton High School for Girls. Lord Leverhulme had been a
governor of the boys’ school, and his philanthropy started
in a quiet way, providing bicycle sheds to encourage the
boys to cycle to school. He was a remarkably generous man.
His legacy includes Port Sunlight, built by him to house and
provide amenities, including schools, for his Lever Brothers
factory workers.
He also endowed Liverpool University and the Lady Lever
Art Gallery. During his time as an MP he introduced a private
member’s bill which paved the way for state pensions; he was
a supporter of workers’ protection, employment rights and
conditions and, perhaps most importantly in the context of
the endowment of the school, was an advocate for women’s
suffrage.
One has to remember that at the beginning of the 20th century
the education of women was limited. A growing momentum in
the movement for creating schools for girls can be seen from
the 1870s at about the same time as universities began, rather
grudgingly, to open their doors to young women. The fact that
Lord Leverhulme insisted on an endowment which specified
a single Foundation, with two divisions for boys and girls as
equal partners, is the more remarkable because of this national
context. The founding ethos was his: equality of opportunity
for all – and that meant that girls as well as boys should have
equal facilities and as wide a curriculum as possible.
He was not a philanthropist who gave gloriously and then
walked away: his commitment was total and he supported the

school all his life, doubling his original endowment. Indeed
three successive generations of his family have continued
this support, the third Viscount Leverhulme going so far as to
name his racehorses ‘Girls’ Division’, ‘Boys’ Division’ and
‘Bolton School’. It is not clear from the book whether these
animals contributed significantly to the school funds.
The original intention of Lord Leverhulme was to make
the school co-educational, having seen this in action in the
United States. However, there is a lack of description in the
book about the trials of amalgamation, which would have
been interesting. There was clearly sustained resistance to the
full co-educational step, and as a result the school is in two
divisions, for boys and girls, with a bridge between the two
equal buildings.
As a wounded veteran of amalgamations, I should have
liked to know more about the difficulties the school had
overcome, and how they did it. There are hints in the text that
all was not rosy at all times: mention of the Lord Lieutenant
stepping in for ‘will-shaking’ arouses my curiosity and is in
tremendous contrast to the current ‘whole school’ feel that the
book describes. This is obviously a celebratory book, but it
might have been even more celebratory if a higher profile of
the overcoming of difficulties had been in the text.
The Heads’ foreword describes what is currently a very
rare school, where the best of both worlds is achieved for
the students by having the best possible education in an
inspirational setting, single sex education in a co-educational
environment, nurturing the love of learning with an ability to
take part in character-developing activities.
The divisions have grown closer together over the years
and have become a significant resource for each other. A
joint governing body underlines this closeness. This drawing
together is underlined by the building in 2013 of the Riley
centre, which bridges the two divisions with a very dramatic
building which is designed both as the school reception
area and a sixth form centre where students can learn and
relax together, ideally preparing them for university life. In
a time when there is constant discussion whether single sex
education or co-education is preferable, this school is of great
interest and its methods are worth exploring.
One cannot fail to notice in the book’s lavish illustrations
that the buildings are of sensational quality. How many
schools can one think of where the woodwork and furniture
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of the two Great Halls, complete with hammer beams, are
from the hand of Gordon Russell of Broadway, a giant
of 20th century design? (Visit his Museum in Broadway
if ever you are passing.) The monumental red sandstone
buildings are handsomely photographed for the book, and
there must be many Heads who would cast an envious eye
over the exceptional provision for the students. It is indeed
an inspirational place, and its students (from three years old
to 18) are reminded that ‘much is required of those to whom
much is given’.
The book reflects this: there are sections on very original
community service; the outdoor centre belonging to the school
in Patterdale to which the school welcomes less fortunate
children; and VSO, amongst many other activities. The school
still attracts major philanthropy, of which the Riley centre is
a magnificent contemporary example, and it is typical of the
school that it is celebrating its 100th anniversary by an appeal,
not for more facilities, but for bursaries, aiming to give
bursaries to one in three students in the future, in furtherance
of the founding ethos of providing opportunities for all.
I cannot finish this review without mentioning one of the
major pleasures any old student will find: reading it and

enjoying the wonderful archive photographs, they will have
great bursts of nostalgia. There are lots of reminiscences from
old students which trigger memory. I hadn’t thought for many
years of the awe I felt when first going into the Great Hall, or
of Miss Groser and her woodwork lessons, or of Digging for
Victory at Beech House (the baby school) with its allotment
and pig society, or of the terrible gymslips and woolly black
stockings which required a liberty bodice.
And one finds it hard to believe, when one looks at the
confident outgoing students of today, that the opening of the
playing field was celebrated by a demonstration of drill in just
that outfit. Drill afflicted the boys too, but they looked a lot
smarter despite the shorts, and they seemed to jump in the air
when they sprang to attention. Truly, we have progressed, and
this book shows us just how triumphantly Bolton has done this.
Stephanie North, nee Chadwick, is an Old Girl of
Bolton School and a former Vice-Chairman of the
Girls Day School Trust.
The Best of Both Worlds: A Portrait of Bolton School.
Third Millennium Publishing ISBN 9781908990471

The Lyttelton
Hart-Davis
Letters
Hugh Wright is keen to share the delights of
a literary correspondence
Hugh Wright.
This exchange of weekly letters over six years between a
retired schoolmaster, George Lyttelton, and his ex-pupil,
Rupert Hart-Davis, is unique. Both were unusually interesting
men and, at a dinner party in Chelsea Square in October 1955,
George Lyttelton complained that he was bored and did not
hear from anyone.
Taking him at his word, Rupert Hart-Davis said that in
that case he would write to him on a regular basis. Their
correspondence was unbroken from then on, until George
Lyttelton’s death in 1962. So important had the weekly letter
become to him that he dictated his last letters to his wife. The
bond between master and pupil had always been strong and
became remarkable, not least for their unusual community
of interests and the many acquaintances that spanned the
generation between them. They were always very frank in
expressing their views about books, people and events, and
both loved cricket.
When he retired from publishing in 1978, Rupert Hart-Davis
decided it would be worth bringing the letters to wider public
attention. They fill six volumes which came out annually from
1978-1984 and these 600 or so letters in unbroken sequence

were an instant and perhaps unlikely success. The first volume
is prefaced by a quotation from Dr Johnson, who features
often throughout, always with wonderful effect. ‘There is no
transaction which offers stronger temptation to sophistication
and fallacy than epistolary intercourse.’ This sets the tone:
witty, erudite and never boring.
Letter writing of this kind may be a dead art in this era of
Texting and Facebook, but the traditional letter can say and
mean a great deal. Think of those letters from the front in
the First World War which convey so much more than their
authors could ever have imagined. The letters Hart-Davis
published somehow manage to sum up the world of literature
and a way of thinking and living in the first half of the 20th
century that is largely gone.
This encompassed a social life, with its endless lunches, club
dinners, dinner parties (sometimes four or five a week!) and
staying with friends, which, like the art of this kind of letter
writing, has gone and much else with it. By evoking a lost
world, the letters, in a sense, transcend their original purpose,
and although this was not the writers’ intention, it makes this
correspondence important as a record of their times.
Continued overleaf
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There is an interesting contrast with Lindsay Anderson’s
film of the same era, If… This was a study of the student
revolt and the violence of the 1960s and only incidentally
about Cheltenham College, the school in which the film is
set. Although the film’s screenplay, first written in 1960 by
Oxford undergraduates David Sherwin and John Howlett, had
much to do with their time at Tonbridge, those who saw the
film as simply an attack on the Public School system were
wrong. It had a wider theme and when it finally appeared,
general civil unrest in France and, particularly, student
protests, made it hotly topical.
In the same way, these letters between two Etonians are
not just about the Eton of their time and the society it served.
They became a picture of an era and a world that Rupert HartDavis and George Lyttelton loved and vividly portray, a world
that If… seemed to threaten with destruction.
Their correspondence breathes the air of the milieu of
educated bookmen of that time who were confident in their
opinions and their place in the world. The traditional English
way of life was what they admired and understood. They could
comment in these private letters in a delightfully uninhibited
way on its foibles and changing mores from what seemed to
them and to many others a very secure position.
Then, just as this correspondence stopped with George
Lyttelton’s death, the cracks in this social edifice quite
suddenly appeared. Lindsay Anderson always claimed that
when he was first trying to persuade David Ashcroft, the Head
of Cheltenham College, to let the film be shot in what was
his old school, he conveyed the impression that the fantasy
in the film returned to normality, so that, as it were, everyone
lived happily ever after. All that had to change after the Paris
student riots, which occurred in May 1968 at the editing stage
of the film, and by the time it was released in the autumn of
1968, the fantasy had become a reality!
As a member of the Cheltenham College staff then, I,
like most of my colleagues, felt that we had been conned,
especially when a crate of beer was all the common room
received from the film-makers for the disruption of the
whole of that Easter term. But, as the film is now studied by
students of rebellion in the 20th century, maybe what Lindsay
Anderson claimed was true.
In his version of the times there is no calm acceptance
of tradition as shown in these letters. He questioned and
ridiculed everything – though he claimed to have enjoyed his
time at the school! The rebellious pupils (or was it the girl that
they had picked up in a cafe in Cheltenham who actually fired
the fatal shot?) assassinate the Headmaster as he leaves the
School Hall on Speech day. I wish George Lyttelton had lived
to see If…. He might have loved it. It would certainly not have
passed unnoticed in the correspondence.
Rupert Hart-Davis wrote a letter in 1983 to be read out
after a dinner which celebrated the centenary of George’s
birth at a gathering of old boys of his house at Eton. In it
he acknowledged that this correspondence had been accused
of ‘elitism, snobbery, name-dropping and old fashioned
squareness’. Like If… the letters had met with a mixed
reception. There is, as is to be expected, much in them about
Eton College. They had both been pupils there and George
taught nowhere else. His son Humphrey, the famous jazz
trumpeter, was there and two of his daughters married Eton
housemasters. Both of Rupert’s sons were there and their
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schooldays are lovingly described in their father’s letters. One
therefore hears a lot about Eton and its staff, present and past.
But that is not what these letters are about. They are about
books, the people who wrote them and the people who read
them over 300 years and, as such they appeal to all book
lovers. Both men seem never to have had fewer than three
books on the go at any one time. Rupert was constantly
meeting authors with a view to publishing their books, and
often sent them to George for his opinion.
The two did not always agree. George thought publication
of the unexpurgated text of Lady Chatterley’s Lover should
have been banned, Rupert was a witness for the defence. Their
views on Lolita are interesting too, but mostly they saw things
much the same. They re-read books on each other’s suggestion
constantly and the reading list of all the books mentioned in
the letters is extremely long and interesting.
Throughout the years of this correspondence, Rupert was
collecting and editing the letters of Oscar Wilde, which came
out just after George’s death, and these letters are a monument
to that huge scholarly task. Famous literary figures have walkon parts in the letters, displaying ‘warts and all’. T S Eliot, a
fellow publisher, was Rupert’s close friend; Edmund Blunden
stayed in Rupert’s flat in Soho Square for six months as a not
always welcome but much admired guest; Siegfried Sassoon
was coaxed out of a reclusive life in Wiltshire to join a literary
club that features often in these letters.
They both had prodigious memories and a taste for the odd
and ridiculous, which means that these letters are hard to
put down and are full of memorable quotations and rhymes.
George annually set and marked hundreds of GCSE Eng Lit
papers. He is graphic about those who taught, or failed to
teach, the candidates, and about their schools. He was once
especially indiscrete about the papers of John Betjeman’s
daughter, who had huge handwriting and wrote voluminously
about everything. He is engagingly angry about GCSE
Eng Lit in general, hating the way candidates seemed to
regurgitate what they had been taught. But he loved their own
opinions however odd they were – this was not the era of the
strict mark scheme – and he lists with relish the howlers he
collected from exam scripts. George was a frequently to be
found at governors’ meetings, being on the board of several
girls’ schools throughout his retirement, a source of endless
enjoyment and occasional foibles. Much the same could be
said of Oxbridge High Tables, not least that of All Souls.
Rupert supplies some vivid accounts of his annual holidays
in a remote cottage in Swaledale, and of his three marriages:
the first to Peggy Ashcroft, the actress, in his early 20s (he
left Oxford early to go on the stage); the last in 1964 to Ruth
Simon ‘my beloved prop and stay since 1946’. Above all, the
prodigious energy of Rupert Hart-Davis and the erudition and
wisdom of George Lyttelton are a revelation to anyone meeting
them for the first time in these pages. These six volumes are
a compelling read – and can be acquired singly quite cheaply,
though complete sets are rare. I now have one!
Hugh Wright has had more time for reading since he
stopped Headmastering.
The Lyttelton Hart-Davis Letters were published by John Murray
in six volumes from 1978 to 1984. A fully annotated single-volume
abridgement, made by Roger Hudson, was published in 2001.

Books

So much more to be discovered
Alice Crocker reads between the lines of school histories
‘History will be kind to me, for I intend to write it myself’
is one of many famous Churchillian misquotations. What he
actually said (in a speech in the House of Commons on 23rd
January, 1948, according to the Yale Book of Quotations)
was, ‘For my part, I consider that it will be much better by all
Parties to leave the past to history, especially as I propose to
write that history.’
This pithy rewriting of his actual statement is one of the
commoner conflicts between author and editor, namely that
when one has triumphantly written one’s own history, it is
only the beginning of the process of how that history will
finally be remembered. It may, for example, be subject to a
heavy edit.
This rather aptly captures the nature of conversations that
happen between authors of school histories and the Heads who
want their final project to be a succinct and readable reflection
of their school’s past. A book, and in particular a school
history, is much more of a collaborative effort between author,
school and publisher. A comprehensive edit from an editor
will do more than give the manuscript a professional polish, it
will shape the whole text with a reader’s experience in mind.
Many schools and colleges with long or distinguished
histories know the value in setting down that heritage in
print in its most succinct and quotable form. A definitive
history of a school serves many purposes: as a historic record;
a meaningful gift to supporters; a nostalgic keepsake for
alumni; or an eye-opening introduction for new pupils and
their families.
Thoroughly convinced by these aims, a Head assembles
the creative team: perhaps a history teacher or a librarian;
an archivist; a marketer and a photographer. The author is
decided upon – sometimes easily, sometimes after a tussle. A
couple of hundred thousand words are written. Now they need
converting into a book.
One of the many things that can astonish newcomers to the
publishing world is that it is not a matter of hitting print on
the author’s carefully edited word document. Designing how a
page in a book should be laid out is an art in itself. There are
all these questions that need answering. What running heads
are appropriate? What width should the gutters be? Which
fonts reflect the spirit of the school?
And then we come to the paper and binding. How do
you choose between papers that all have such exciting
and unhelpfully descriptive names – Gold East, Lumisilk,
Ensobelle? Would you like your cover embossed or debossed?
Do you want your book round- or square-backed? What
colour should the head and tail bands be? Perhaps you would
like a ribbon marker? And what on earth are ‘sprayed edges’?
(At the Oxford Literature Festival this year, Children’s
Laureate and Bloomsbury illustrator, Chris Riddell,
commented that his Goth Girl books have sprayed edges only
because the head of production at his publisher shook her head
at the cost of them. If the head of production disapproved of
so extravagant a feature, he knew his book had to have it!)

Alice Crocker

The possible personalised touches are endless. This can of
course lead to situations in which the deputy thinks the font
would be more stylish in cursive, but the Head can’t read that
without his glasses; the archivist wants to shrink it so she can
fit in more black and white pictures and no one can ask the
author what he thinks because he’s gone to the pub.
Nonetheless, attractive design, well-chosen pictures and
sensible editing are some of the things that make a book more
than a promotional brochure. These and the paper and format
choices tap into the reasons that readers still like print books
in the digital age: books are visual and tangible; they can be
picked off the shelf and dipped into at any point; and their size
gives a sense of accomplishment while reading, as the mass of
the pages moves from the right side to the left.
Traditionally school or college histories, though desirable,
have been excessively costly to produce. The self-published
e-book market may have expanded immensely (though more
for romantic novels than for history books), but, largely, this
has not improved the costs of print self-publishing. This is
where established publishers, with their solid relationships
with printers, still carry weight, passing on to clients savings
we make through supplier prices negotiated over many years
of partnership. Similarly, relationships with booksellers help
us navigate the waters of the book market and can make all the
difference to sales beyond the school gates.
Continued overleaf
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Books
Case study: Magdalen College School, Oxford
Once a publisher and a school have reached an agreement,
book projects run very straightforwardly. Take our model
client, MCS, for example. The Master wanted a short,
well-written, illustrated history of the school: something
professional and reflecting the prestige of the school, but
also compact and readable. A paperback in the style of wellrespected Shire books suited this perfectly.
Finding the author was not terribly hard, for a historian of
the college was on hand and, after a very serious conversation
with the head, this author of a weighty history agreed that his
tome might be condensed and reshaped into a neat, accessible
history of the school, and the Master’s exceptionally adept
secretary agreed that she would coordinate the project.
All other parties played ball very effectively. For images
they had two tireless archivists, a photographer to take
current images of artefacts in the school, and acquiring
permissions for the remaining images was straightforward.
The school worked out how many copies they could store,
the text was revised to under 25,000 words and then it was
time to play with the design template for the inside pages.
Footnotes became endnotes and a good text-to-image ratio
was negotiated between the editor and the school, so as to do
justice to the images while keeping to the overall length the
school had budgeted for.
Then came the discussions about the front cover. Naturally,
the school wanted bright shots of the students, but here our

BOOK REVIEWS

A life of manly
power, of liberty, of
strength
Tom Wheare reviews
Malcolm Tozer’s
The Ideal of Manliness: The legacy
of Thring’s Uppingham
Published by Sunnyrest Books
2015 ISBN 9781329542730
In what passed for the Summer of 1956, my family shared a
holiday house in Borth with my mother’s best friend and her
family. The fourth Test Match against the Australians was
taking place in Manchester that week, with persistent rain
turning the Old Trafford wicket from a pitch into a beach, as
Trevor Bailey described it.

experience warned against this. Recognisable faces might
increase the likelihood of the cover stars’ friends buying
the book, but might not appeal so much to those who don’t
recognise them. People are more likely to buy a book they feel
a connection with, something like a recognisable building or a
nostalgic painting. The final choice, a painting of the College
choir atop Magdalen Tower on May Day, a tradition still so
familiar to all Oxford inhabitants, was the perfect solution.
It is really gratifying to finally hold an advance copy of
the finished MCS book, air-freighted from the printer shortly
before the publication date. There is an immense sense of
satisfaction and pride when picking up and reading a book that
began as a conversation at the beginning of the school year, a
book about a school whose history I thought I knew so well,
after having lived next door to it for four years.
Publishing a book about your school is obviously a
celebration of its past and present, but it will also teach you
a great deal more than you think. You will think you know
your school terribly well, yet as you unearth the documents,
photographs and stories, you may realise that there is still so
much more to be discovered.
Alice Crocker is bespoke publishing assistant at
Bloomsbury Publishing Plc. She read modern and Middle
Eastern languages at St Hilda’s College, Oxford and was a
pupil at the Grammar School at Leeds.

Please contact the editor by email on tom@dunbry.plus.com
in the first instance about books for review.
It was wet and cold in Borth as well, and the stony beach
featured a series of rudimentary shelters from the prevailing
wind, fashioned out of the plentifully available large grey
stones by holidaymakers with little other than these minor
engineering works to occupy their time. As the Australian
wickets tumbled to Jim Laker, who ended with figures of 19
for 90 over the two innings, we had a good opportunity to
examine these depressing structures closely.
A falling out among friends had occurred and the two
fathers had to withdraw to the beach with the children and
remain there until the differences of housekeeping styles had
been thoroughly and acrimoniously explored. ‘So all day long
the noise of battle rolled, Among the mountains by the winter
sea.’
This was the Welsh fastness to which Edward Thring
unilaterally withdrew the school of which he was Headmaster
when there was an outbreak of typhus carried by the
foetid Uppingham drains. Change ‘bleak’ to ‘bracing’ and
Borth becomes beautiful, especially with a railway line and
sufficient accommodation for 300 boys.
In this exodus, Thring found inspiration in the 28th chapter
of Genesis and the story of Jacob. Not much was made of
the Borth/Uppingham link in 1956, but it is now a modest
feature of the town and a matter of some shared pride
between Rutland and Ceredigion. And Thring himself is now
highly regarded far beyond the school he made great, and the
subject of two recent major works by former members of the
Uppingham common room, Nigel Richardson’s biography,
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BOOK REVIEWS
Thring of Uppingham: Victorian educator, published in 2014,
and Malcolm Tozer’s 2015 study The Ideal of Manliness.
What is it about Victorian Headmasters that makes so many
21st century authors want to write about them? Is it their
certainty, their rectitude, their charisma, their whiskers? Two
men stand out even in this panoply of patriarchs – Arnold
of Rugby and Thring of Uppingham. To use another Old
Testament metaphor, they were the Aaron and Moses of
the Public School Torah, Arnold the inspirational preacher,
Thring the practical lawgiver and engaged leader of his
sometimes backsliding flock.
Thring was, of course, a prolific and eloquent preacher, but,
like Moses, he developed a system for life. In contrast, as Dr
Tozer points out, Arnold’s impact on the individual pupils in
his charge was in some ways limited. His ideal of manliness
was inextricably linked with adulthood. ‘My object will be,
if possible, to form Christian men, for Christian boys I can
scarcely hope to make.’
Not many Rugbeians came into direct contact with him
and he didn’t even know the names of all the boys in School
House. But those who did know him, especially the favoured
members of his sixth form, felt that a world without Arnold
was a world without a sun. Such disciples as these were the
royal priesthood of Arnoldianism, foremost among them
his biographer, Arthur Stanley, backed up by the diaspora
of Headmasters from Rugby that was such a feature of the
second half of the 19th century.
Arnold believed that original sin flourished in boys and that
the sooner they put away childish things the better for their
immortal souls. This applied especially to the six moral vices
which he frequently excoriated in sermons, of which the worst
was that schoolboy loyalty which trumped the adult virtues he
so earnestly sought to impart to his pupils. Thomas Hughes
may have evoked the mesmeric morality of Arnold’s sermons
in Tom Brown’s Schooldays, but he also showed very clearly
that Rugby was a rough place in which to be a growing boy.
Thring, though, believed with Wordsworth that ‘heaven
lies about us in our infancy’. His first act as Headmaster of
Uppingham was to declare a holiday and on it stage a cricket
match. Throughout his life he took a great, one might say
childish, pleasure in simple enjoyments – racing and leaping in
the garden with his children, joining in scratch games with the
boys. He knew that leisure time was precious and encouraged
boys to walk and skate and sledge in the countryside around
Uppingham, where they could also be engaged in cross
country running. Organised games developed from the day of
that first cricket match and became ‘wondrous vital powers ...
of the highest educational value’.
Fond though he was of sport, Thring knew its proper place.
‘I must think that to be known through England for true
manliness is a better thing than to have a name for cricket.’
Manliness, as Malcolm Tozer observes in this important and
far-ranging work, has meant different things to different
generations. It could stand by itself and give the lie to ‘false’
manliness; it could be contrasted with womanishness and
childishness; it could be a synonym for nobility.
It was closely associated with the qualities thought desirable
in those who ran the Empire and the professions, and it was
to be found in the Public Schools. Unlike Arnold, Thring
believed that there was more than enough good in boys for
them to acquire manlinesss before they attained manhood.

Malcolm Tozer.

The followers of Moses were ‘young, brave and strong’, role
models for his pupils.
In two magnificent sections of the book – Athletic Manliness
and Imperial Manliness – Dr Tozer reviews the men who
might be said to have given manliness an erroneous if not a
bad name. Headmasterly devotees of sport such as Almond
of Loretto and Warre of Eton, or writers such as Newbolt and
Kipling, created versions of Victorian boyhood and manhood
that are thought by many to encapsulate the age.
A distorted version survived the Great War in the books
of Sapper, Buchan and Dornford Yates. But, just as Thring
knew that ‘Nothing is more fatal to a school than obtrusive
religion’, so he was aware that excess was the enemy of true
manliness. In his last sermon, written the night before he died,
he took his text from the third chapter of Genesis ‘knowing
good from evil’. ‘What opportunities for manliness and selfdenial there are in the work and games, in the in-door life and
the out-door life. How much of the joy of manliness is here
as well as its trials. What room there is for obedience. How
your life together calls for gentleness and forbearance with
one another.’
The current lustrum of grim centenaries reminds us almost
daily of the death of manliness in the Great War. Paul
Fussell’s The Great War and Modern Memory has its own
roll call of the fallen, high-flown words that failed to protect
those who uttered them from the realities of war. ‘The gallant
warrior perished when vanquished by the foe, joining his
fallen comrades in the dust of death’ was not the way the
slaughter in the trenches would have been described by those
who were there.
And yet the concept of manliness recovered, as a new
generation of survivors became Headmasters, succeeding the
broken men who had endured the slaughter of their pupils. The
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Endpiece
‘whole man’ became the basis of the educational philosophy
expounded by L P Jacks and disseminated through the Harrow
Conferences for Young Schoolmasters. It is perhaps now one
of the contributory streams in the river of mindfulness.
Physical education and an awareness of the whole body
fostered by gymnastics was one of Thring’s maxims of life
and one of the strands that connects him to some of the
pioneering Headmasters that were to follow, such as Reddie,
Badley, Hahn and Coade. Readers who remember the brutality
and humiliation of PT under ex-Army PTIs may be surprised
to learn that those who teach physical education in schools
nowadays are probably better aware of the whole school and
the whole child than any other members of the staff.
They see every pupil in the context and presence of their
peers and in the great levelling of physical activity. They can
see for themselves the body language of individuals and the
patterns of social groupings that reveal so much about how
children are ‘in themselves’.
This is how Malcolm Tozer started as a teacher and he has
clearly never lost an awareness of the whole child. This fine
book is the fruit of 40 years’ experience and an immense
amount of reading and research. As a Headmaster himself, the
author knows something of what goes on behind the public
face, of the private thoughts suppressed behind the carefully

chosen words that butter the parental parsnips. He has looked
at independent schools with a clear eye and was unafraid to
extol their virtues when he demonstrated their significance in
international and Olympic sport in the new millennium.
In The Ideal of Manliness he deploys a wealth of original
documents to reveal the characters behind the beards and
his own prose carries the reader comfortably through this
substantial book. It is easy to see why Thring is still so highly
regarded, and salutary to realise how very advanced the great
Victorians were in education, as in so many other areas.
Thring not only conceived of and founded a ‘School
Society and Annual Conference’ for fellow Headmasters in
1869, but he hosted the annual conference of the Association
of Headmistresses in 1887 and might therefore be pleased
to know that his brain child is now ‘The Headmasters’ and
Headmistresses’ Conference’. But far more significant is the
holistic approach he practised and proclaimed which is still
at the heart of truly good education. It would be a very great
benefit to this country if Thring’s maxims for life were put
into public and private practice.
Malcolm Tozer taught at Uppingham School from 1966
to 1989 and was a housemaster for 14 years. He was a
Headmaster for 16 years and retired in 2004.

Letter from America
Jason Morrow contemplates a dog’s breakfast
Even at a distance of 3500 miles, the end of the school year
was inevitably preoccupied by the Brexit campaign and vote.
The referendum was actually taking place on the same day that
we congratulated and said farewell to our graduates and other
departing students and staff. There were many discussions
around the school and questions from students, staff and
parents about the likely outcome and possible consequences.
The result may present an unpredictable mix of challenges
and opportunities for international British schools as the
question of British identity seems likely to become rather
more complex over the coming years. There will doubtless be
many theories and future doctorates investigating and trying
to explain the reasons for Brexit, but perhaps my favourite
question thus far was from a rather perplexed six year-old
who wanted to know why everyone was suddenly so obsessed
with breakfast.
The emotions aroused in the debate and the angry,
acrimonious tone of so many of the post-Brexit exchanges,
have also had me reflecting again on the importance, but
difficulty, of seeking to foster one of the key qualities aspired
to across IB schools internationally. ‘These programmes
encourage students across the world to become active,
compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other
people, with their differences, can also be right.’ As a history
and politics teacher, I have always been acutely aware of the
challenges and optimism in translating this aspiration into
meaningful action and outlook for students.

The anticipated change in the UK’s relationship with
the rest of the European Union (EU) will also require
many educators, myself included, to rethink some of the
assumptions we had about the likely future direction and
development of the country. I partly opted to study French
and German at university in anticipation of a brave new world
post-1992, when the Maastricht Treaty on European Union
promised to transform the nature of working and living across
the continent.
It is far too early to know to what extent such opportunities
will change for the next generation as a result of leaving
the EU, but I couldn’t help but think during Cameron’s last
appearance at PMQs that it might be equally true to say “The
EU was the future once.”
However the economic and political consequences of the
campaign and vote emerge over the coming months and years,
it seems to make it more important than ever that we equip our
students with the knowledge, skills and confidence to adapt,
engage and thrive in an unpredictable world. The growing
number of British schools abroad also undoubtedly have a
valuable role to play, not just in contributing to approaches to
education internationally, but also in helping to showcase and
reflect the outward-looking, welcoming and inclusive nature
of modern Britain, which has been somewhat tarnished by
aspects of the Brexit debate.
It is always a relief and valuable opportunity for reflection
when one reaches the end of the first year in a new school or
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Endpiece
position. It can also be very reassuring and invigorating at the
end of such a period to be able to recognize how much one has
learned, and to appreciate fresh insights or understanding one
has gained from new colleagues, parents and students. One of
the strongest thoughts I have had since the end of the school
year, however, was not so much a fresh insight, but more a
renewed conviction and belief that the essential ingredient
for a happy and successful school is committed, passionate
teachers who are given the support and time to ‘weave their
magic’ in the classroom as John Jones so brilliantly put it.
Contact ratios, number of classes taught and additional
practical or administrative duties are typically considerably
less in US schools, and this is not because staff are less hard
working, but rather because there is a greater recognition
that the extra non-contact time helps enable teachers to bring
creativity and differentiation to each lesson without taking
such a toll on the individual teacher.
Managing a heavy workload continues to be a major
challenge for many dedicated teachers in UK schools and a
real concern for many equally dedicated school leaders. My
first year leading a school in New York has convinced me,
however, that it is a challenge and concern worth confronting
and tackling, as the benefits for colleagues and students’
learning are too great to ignore.
Among my fresh insights this year, perhaps the ones which
may be most portable or of wider interest, have very much
been around student experience and feedback. I have now
gone through two cycles of reports at the school and, as in
every school, there are elements of our system which work
well and others that have scope to be refined. What I have
found most surprising and, if I am honest, refreshing in the
reports, however, is a rather more frank and transparent way
of letting parents and students know how they are doing and
areas of concern or for improvement.
Maybe it is a trickle-down effect from UCAS reference
writing in which any hint of reservation can scupper an
application, but over my two decades working in UK schools,
reports seemed to become increasingly long and timeconsuming to generate, but lacking in constructive criticism to
help students improve. A little more US style straight talking
might help to ensure that reports become a more powerful and
effective tool in providing guidance and feedback to students
and parents.
Another subtle difference which it has taken time to
understand is why we had a series of music ‘shares’ rather
than ‘concerts’ over the year. I even made the double bogey of
thanking people for the ‘Christmas Concert’ back in December
when it had actually been a ‘Winter Share’, but thankfully was
excused this linguistic faux pas. By the time of the Spring
Share, however, I could appreciate more the significance of
presenting it as a share, as it became a less pressured occasion
for students (and perhaps staff) and more of a forum in which
children with different levels of experience and confidence
could perform.
Every student in the school from Year 5 upwards has
a timetabled ensemble lesson each week, in which they
are learning an instrument in addition to any individual
instrumental lessons they may have, which means that every
child has the chance to try out learning an instrument (beyond
the omnipresent recorder of primary education).
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Jason Morrow.

‘There will doubtless be many theories
and future doctorates investigating
and trying to explain the reasons
for Brexit, but perhaps my favourite
question thus far was from a rather
perplexed six year-old who wanted to
know why everyone was suddenly so
obsessed with breakfast.’
One of the beauties of working in an international school
setting, of course, is that the transfer of ideas and approaches
is rarely one direction. Despite the massed ranks of students
learning an instrument, the school didn’t have an orchestra,
as that is less of a feature of American primary schools, so it
was a highlight of the past year to witness the first appearance
of our new orchestra in the final share of the year, as it gave
students the experience of playing alongside many other
instruments.
By the end of term, the thermometer had tipped above 90
degrees several times and the air conditioning was more than
a luxury, but it was also clear that it was time for the staff
and students to set off for their summer camps, adventures
and vacation. I’m pleased to say that in finishing this article, I
have also ticked off the last item on my pre-holiday to do list
and am now looking forward to another great benefit of living
and working in NYC – the prospect of a classic road trip.
Jason Morrow is Headmaster
of the British International School of New York.
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different? An unconventional and innovative approach to
fabrics, quality, design, style, sizing and delivery.
Our designs are fresh, contemporary and smart, using bespoke
colours, patterns and styles. And our revolutionary website allows
simple online fitting, sizing, choice and secure continuity of supply
that’s both convenient and stress-free.

Bespoke, premium uniforms exclusive to your school
Smart, stylish contemporary designs
Simple online selection & intelligent sizing
Individualised nametapes - sewn in free of charge

Call 01832 280011 info@schoolblazer.com www.schoolblazer.com

